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Summary 

Reversible phosphorylation of tyrosine residues is the basis for controlling many 

diverse cellular processes. The extent of tyrosine phosphorylation is dynamically 

controlled by two groups of enzymes, phospho tyrosine kinases (PTKs) and phospho 

tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs). Although protein tyrosine phosphorylation and de-

phosphorylation was considered as mere post translational modification recently it has 

been emerged as an important factor for controlling the fate of cell. PTPs are family of 

enzymes that can be divided into four subgroups: classical pTyr specific, dual 

specificity phosphatases, Cdc25 and low molecular weight protein tyrosine 

phosphatases (LMWPTP). LMWPTPs, an enigmatic member of PTP family, are small 

cytosolic enzymes (~18kDa) ubiquitously found across a spectrum of genera from 

prokaryotes to higher eukaryotes, whereas other PTPs (PTP1B, CDC45, LAR, Shp1, 

ssed exclusively in eukaryotes. The gram-negative 

bacteria, Vibrio cholerae, is the causative organism of the severe diarrheal disease 

cholera that continues to be a significant cause of death in developing countries 

claiming approximately 95,000 lives annually. The genome of Vibrio cholerae O395 

contains two LMWPTPs (VcLMWTP-1 and VcLMWTP-2). Upon vigorous sequence 

alignment and analysis we have found that VcLMWPTP-2 is unique among bacterial 

LMWPTPs. Occurrence of two LMWPTP in the same organism and their biological 

role, especially the role of VcLMWPTP-2, remains to be established. Structural as 

well as functional information of this unique LMWPTP from Vibrio cholerae is 

therefore useful for designing of inhibitor which will lead to drug design against this 

pathogenic bacterium. Starting with this knowledge, the work of the present thesis 

represents detailed structural as well as functional aspects of VcLMWTP-2. The X-ray 
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structural work alongwith in detail comparative studies with other LMWPTPs has 

been presented here. With various orthogonal techniques it has been demonstrated that 

LMWPTP differed significantly from other homologous proteins (structures bearing 

closest identity 30-37%, similarity ~55%). Oligomerization, considered as one of the 

regulatory mechanisms in this family, proved to be quite different in this LMWPTP 

that led to an active dimer. The result is unique and is in sharp contrast with the 

inactive dimers observed in other cases. Moreover, mutagenesis experiments coupled 

with kinetic data, demonstrated that the role of P-loop Cys17 is involved in the 

protection of catalytic cysteine Cys12 along with its possible role in substrate turnover. 

The roles of several conserved motifs within this family that were key in maintaining 

the architecture of the active site have been highlighted. Structural fluctuations 

observed in MD simulations, in combination with crystal structure, identified several 

functional loops and hydrogen bonds that were key in defining the architecture of the 

substrate binding cavity either in apo or substrate bound forms. Collectively, the work 

presented here, describes in depth the structural description defining the uniqueness of 

this LMWPTP while the MD simulation and functional studies led to the modulation 

of substrate binding cavity and P-loop mediated regulatory role. As distribution of 

surface charge and grooves -  believed to govern the specificity of 

LMWPTPs, we performed detailed comparison between two LMWPTPs from the 

same organism (VcLMWPTP-1 and VcLMWPTP-2) and also with other LMWPTPs. 

This comparative study from various LMWPTPs along with substrate analogue bound 

LMWPTPs, delineates unique features of VcLMWPTP-2 and also provides an idea 

about the plausible nature of its true substrate would likely be which could be utilized 

to design specific inhibitors. 
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The human genome sequencing is followed by th

signaling molecules and their families are being defined. Regulation of signal 

transduction and its complexities are the state of the art. Cascades of activation and 

inactivation are involved in signal transduction which is governed by various cellular 

processes such as cell proliferation, differentiation etc. Highly conserved example is 

mitogen-activated protein-kinase cascades which are consists of three kinases formed 

linear cascades where each kinase phosphorylate the next one in-line [1]. Kinases are 

counteracted by phosphatases and they results in a concerted action to decide the 

active/inactive state of a downstream enzyme [2]. Signal transduction process by 

which cells receive signals from outside and they are transmitted into the nucleus of 

cell, is well scrutinized [3]. The importance of protein phosphorylation and de-

phosphorylation by kinases and phosphatses respectively, has been established but 

phosphatases as merely housekeeping enzyme: this point of view is changing. Initially 

signaling pathways were viewed as simple linear arrangements of phosphorylation 

cascades which work in isolation but now it has been understood as multiple 

interacting signaling network which works consequently to result in a physiological 

outcome. Phosphatases and their cognate kinases are distinct but complementary 

enzymes where amplitude of signals is controlled by kinases but phosphates play an 

important role in the rate and duration of signal responses. [1,4]. 

1.I.1. PTP-ome 

Protein kinases have been evolved from a common ancestor although protein 

phosphatases have been originated and evolved from structurally and functionally 

distinct families. Among them serine/threonine phosphatases exists in vivo as a range 

of holo-enzyme complexes which are consisted with multiple subunits and through 
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this catalytic and regulatory subunits a broad spectrum of signaling pathways are 

controlled [5]. Largest family of phosphatase genes encodes the protein tyrosine 

phosphatases (PTPs). PTPs are defined by signature motif CX5R at the active site 

where cysteine residue of this motif acts as nucleophile and without this cysteine 

comprise PTP superfamily due to completion of human genome sequencing. Similar 

complexity between kinases and phosphatases has been compared by the fact that 

there are ~100 human PTP superfamily genes compared to ~90 PTK genes. The 

number genes encoding PTP/PTKs only indicates marginal complexity; additional 

complexities are added with alternative mRNA splicing, promoters and post-

translational modifications. Thereafter functional importance of negative as well as 

positive regulation of signal transduction by PTPs is relatable from this structural 

diversity. Moreover, in vivo PTPs display attractive substrate and functional 

specificity. Therefore, establishment of a detailed analysis on the structure, regulation, 

-

 

1.I.2. Classification 

Based on protein sequences and function, PTP superfamily can be subdivided into 4 

groups with 107 members [Fig.1] [6,7]. Class I PTP is the major group consisted with 

99 members and also subdivided into various subclasses as shown in figure1, whereas 

class II consists only low molecular weight (LMW) PTP. Class III has three members, 

viz., Cdc25A, Cdc25B, Cdc25C. For the three abovementioned classes Cys residue 

acts as catalytic residue  although class IV PTPs are consisted with 4 members and for 
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all of them Asp acts as catalytic residue which directs towards unique evolutionary 

origin [8]. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. PTP classification of Human. Individual PTP encoding gene is shown in             

parenthesis (after the PTP name). (Figure courtesy: Rong-jun HE et al. 2014 Acta 

Pharmacologica Sinica) 
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1.I.3. Bacterial phosphorylation/de-phosphorylation- Historical outlook 

The most widespread and important post-translation modification is known as protein 

s and known to regulate numerous 

cellular functions in eukaryotes. It was established that phosphorylation takes place 

exclusively on serine, threonine and tyrosine residues where ATP is used as phosphate 

donor. Initially protein kinases similar to eukaryotes were not found in prokaryotes 

and therefore it was thought that bacteria are devoid of any serine/threonine/tyrosine 

10] although early studies on bacterial system were focused on phosphorylation on 

histidine/aspartic acid residues.  

               A clear distinction was made on those days that bacteria uses histidine / 

aspartic acids and eukaryotic system uses serine/threonine/tyrosine residues for 

phosphorylation. In early 1990s first serine/threonine kinase which was known as 

eukaryotic like till date, was characterized on bacterium Myxococcus xanthus [11]. 

Bacterial phosphorylation on tyrosine residues has not been documented quickly and 

to date a very few kinases in bacterial system was identified to use tyrosine as protein 

substrate [12, 13]. The presumption that tyrosine kinases are restricted into eukaryotic 

characterization of bacterial gene which encodes an auto-phosphorylating protein 

tyrosine kinase [15]. Since then numerous bacterial tyrosine phosphorylation/de-

phosphorylation by tyrosine kinases and phosphatases respectively have been 

characterized [Fig. 2]. 
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Figure 2. Event of bacterial tyrosine phosphorylation has been revealed after 

many years than eukaryotic system.  (Cartoon by I. Mijakovic. Figure courtesy: 

Christophe Grangeasse et. al. 2006 TRENDS in Biochemical Sciences)  

 

1.I.4.  Bacterial tyrosine kinases (BYK) 

A trans-membrane domain and an intracellular catalytic domain which can be linked 

either by single polypeptide or through a specific interaction of their alpha helices 

consists a BY-kinase [16-19]. The trans-membrane domain is considered as a kinase 

anchor into the cell-membrane as well a sensor domain which triggers the activity of 

BY-kinase. This domain also interacts with other proteins situated at outer membrane 

and influences the cellular function of BY-kinase [20]. Canonical Walker motifs, 

Walker A and Walker B define the active site of catalytic domain and this ATP/GTP 

binding Walker motifs phosphorylates tyrosine residues [21]. 

          Exo-polysaccaride production in several bacterial systems has been linked with 

the functional role of BYK auto-phosphorylation. Genes in large operons which are 

generally involved in bio-synthesis and sugar polymer export, generally encode them 
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[22]. Relation between functional role of BYK and exoploysaccaride synthesis has 

been well studied in proteobacteria Escherichia coli. Wzc and Etk are two BYKs of 

this system where the first one is encoded by the gene which is involved in 

biosynthesis of polysaccharide polymers [23] and the second one is encoded from the 

gene which is involved in synthesis of group 4 capsules (G4C) polysaccharides [24]. 

Presence of both Wzc and Etk are important for the synthesis of extra cellular 

polysaccharide. The amount of polysaccharide produced and the length of the polymer 

is controlled by BYKs and this occurs probably with an interaction with Wzy, a 

polysaccharide polymerase. [25-27]. Exopolysaccaride content of the cell envelope is 

controlled by BYKs which affects the pathogen attachment to the host cell and also 

acknowledgement by lymphocytes. In metabolite synthesis, cell wall material 

production etc. also kinase-phosphatase pair play some roles in non-pathogenic 

bacteria. 

 

1.I.5.  Bacterial tyrosine phosphatases (BYP) 

The extent of tyrosine phosphorylation is dynamically controlled by two groups of 

enzymes, phospho tyrosine kinases (PTKs) and phospho tyrosine phosphatases 

(PTPs). PTPs are family of enzymes that can be divided into four subgroups: classical 

pTyr specific, dual specificity phosphatases, Cdc25 and low molecular weight 

phospho tyrosine phosphatases (LMWPTP). The common feature of the four 

subgroups of PTPs is the occurrence of a consensus sequence motif C(X)5RS/T, where 

X can be any amino acid, but are otherwise different in their sequence and topology 

[28]. Surprisingly, this motif adopts a highly similar loop conformation which 

represents an example of convergent evolution. Functionally, this motif efficiently 
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binds the phosphoryl group of the substrate phospho-tyrosine to be hydrolyzed and is 

known as P-loop. The invariant cysteine of P-loop acts as a nucleophile [29] to carry 

out the dephosphorylation reaction and mutation of this residue completely abrogate 

the enzymatic activity [30]. 

       In a wide range of prokaryotes PTP have been discovered which plays a 

regulatory role in cellular function and in most of the cases they are found as a 

mimetic enzyme of their better-known eukaryotic counterpart [31,32]. Either 

transmission or inhibition of the phosphor-dependent signaling can be resulted by the 

catalysis reaction. Stimulation or alienation in the action of cognate protein kinases 

may also be controlled by protein tyrosine phosphatases [33]. 

       BYPs are involved in various cellular processes among them involvement in 

exopolysaccaride synthesis and capsular polysaccharide production is the most 

important and other proteins are involved in to disrupt the host cell machinery. BYPs 

can be thought to play a central role in flow of information that controls the 

pathogenic activity because capsular polysaccharides are one of the key determinants 

in the virulence factors in some organisms. Biochemically characterized tyrosine 

kinases and tyrosine phosphatases and their cellular function from various organisms 

are listed in table 1. 
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Table 1. Biochemically characterized tyrosine kinases and tyrosine phosphatases 

and their cellular function from various organisms 

 

Organism BYK BYP Function 

Escherichia coli Wzc LMWPTP* 

(Wzb) 

Production of Capsular 

polysaccharide and colanic 

acid 

Escherichia coli Etk LMWPTP (Etp) Heat shock response 

Acinetobacter sp. Ptk LMWPTP (Ptp) Emulsion production 

Erwinia amylovora AmsA LMWPTP 

(AmsI) 

Succinoglycan production 

Klebsiella 

pneumoniae 

Yco6 LMWPTP 

(Yor5) 

Capsular polysaccharide 

production 

Pseudomonas 

solanacearum 

EpsB LMWPTP 

(EpsP) 

Exopolysaccharide I 

production 

*LMWPTP represents low molecular weight protein tyrosine phosphatase as mentioned in 1.2 

classifications. 

 

1.I.6. Low molecular weight protein tyrosine phosphatase (LMWPTP) 

LMWPTPs, an enigmatic member of PTP family, are small cytosolic enzymes (~18 

kDa) ubiquitously found across a spectrum of genera from prokaryotes to higher 

prokaryotic LMWPTPs are virulence factors that mimic eukaryotic phosphatases and 

dephosphorylate eukaryotic proteins, thereby interfering with the host defense 
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response. They are also involved in the biosynthesis and transport of virulence factors, 

such as exo- and capsular polysaccharides or in bacterial stress resistance.  

        From the prokaryotic counterpart, structures of LMWPTP from gram-positive 

eubacteria Staphylococcus aureus  PtpA (PDB: 3ROF) [35] gram-negative eubacteria 

Thermus thermophilus TT1001 (PDB: 2CWD), gram-positive proteobacteria Bacillus 

subtilis  YwlE (PDB: 4ETI), gram-negative proteobacteria Escherichia coli  Wzb 

(PDB: 2WMY) [36] and pathogenic Mycobacterium tuberculosis MPtpA (PDB: 

1U2Q) [37] have been reported.  

 

1.I.6a. Regulation of LMWPTP 

Among various reported regulatory mechanisms of PTPs, regulation through 

reversible oxidation of the active-site cysteine drew much attention [38, 39]. PTEN 

(phosphatase and tensin homolog), Cdc25 and LMWPTPs have a unique feature of 

hosting two cysteines in the P-loop, and for LMWPTP these are catalytic Cys12 and 

the vicinal Cys17, the later plays a major regulatory role by protecting the catalytic 

Cys12 from irreversible oxidation [40] although for classical PTP 1B sulfenic-amide 

intermediate is formed [Fig. 3] 
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Figure 3. Oxidation schemes for the PTPs by Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). PTEN 

(A), Cdc25C (B), and LMW-PTP (C) are oxidized to form a disulphide bond with 

Cys-SOH as an intermediate whereas reactive cysteine of PTP1B is oxidized to Cys-

SOH and forms sulfenic-amide intermediate. (Figure Courtesy: S.H.Cho et.al. 2004 

FEEBS Letter) 

 

Another regulatory mechanism proceeds for LMWPTPs is through oligomerization. It 

has been reported that the self association of mammalian LMWPTP (viz. BPTP) 

produces inactive oligomers that are in equilibrium with its active monomers [41] 

[Fig. 4]. Inactivation occurs through direct involvements of the active site residues of 
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one monomer with the tyrosines of the DPY-loop of other. Similar but weak 

dimerization has also been reported in prokaryotic LMWPTPs like YwlE from 

Bacillus subtilis, PtpB from the Gram-negative bacterium Salmonella aureus and Wzb 

from Escherichia coli [42]. Higher order oligomerization of YwlE was also detected 

by NMR experiments [42]. Overall, the oligomerization processes were found to be 

weak, with in vitro dissociation constants in the millimolar range.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Schematic diagram for regulation through dimerization. Ligand binding 

has been shown as inhibition of LMWPTP activity by induction of dimerization. 

(Figure Courtsey: N.K. Tonks 2006 Nature review) 
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1.I.6b. Catalytic mechanism of LMWPTP 

Schematic diagram of catalytic mechanism for LMWPTP is shown in figure 5. In the 

first step a Michaelis complex by enzyme-substrate is formed and then nucleophilic 

attack takes place by the catalytic Cys 12 at the substrate phosphorous which produces 

a thio-phosphate covalent bond. Asp129 then facilitates to depart phenolate moiety. 

An activated and geometrically oriented water molecule attacks to the phosphorous 

atom so that inorganic phosphate (Pi) can be produced. In the final step proton 

dissociation occurs by Cys12 which recovers the initial thiolate ion structure. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of LMWPTP catalytic mechanism. 

(Figure Courtesy: A. Caselli et al. 2016 BBA) 
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1.I.7. LMWPTP: potential target of therapeutics 

Cell growth, differentiation and adhesion are controlled by growth-factor induced 

signaling pathways. Receptor tyrosine kinases and growth-factor induced signaling 

pathways are regulated by LMWPTPs [Fig. 6] e.g. PDGF receptor which is 

phosphorylated is a well-

subunit and this is the regulatory residue for the kinase activity on PDGF receptor [43-

45]. De-phosphorylation of Src kinase and STAT family transcription factors are done 

by LMWPTP which results in blockage of their PDGF receptor-induced activation 

[46-48]. FAK and p190RhoGAP are involved in matrix adhesion of cell-extracellular 

and they are also inactivated and dephosphorylated by LMWPTP [49, 50]. EphA2 is a 

receptor tyrosine kinase which is overexpressed in aggressive and metastatic types of 

human cancers and in tumor cells LMWPTP prefers EphA2 as substrate [51-53]. An 

oncogenic axis may be formed for the promotion of tumor initiation, progression and 

metastasis by LMWPTP and EphA2 because in many tumor types LMWPTP is 

overexpressed.  

       Negative regulation of insulin signaling takes place through de-phosphorylation 

of tyrosine residue in the  [54]. Insulin 

signaling in liver and skeletal muscle is regulated by LMWPTP as inhibition of 

LMWPTP initially affects liver and adipose tissues and this is in contrast with PTP1B 

which suggests that PTP1B and LMWPTP has different tissue specificity [55]. On the 

other hand highest level of LMWPTP has been detected in diabetic and aged patients 

[56]. Clinical studies demonstrated that diabetic retinopathy, a diabetic complication is 

highest with elevated LMWPTP (specifically with IF1 isoform) [57]. 
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     53 primary human mammary carcinoma samples were analyzed by Kidd et al in 

1993. They have found high level of PTP activity among ~68% of all the samples 

[58]. High levels of LMWPTP or LMWPTP mRNA expression have also been with 

many types of cancer, specifically colon cancer where LMWPTP mRNA level 

increased expression resulted in unfavorable outcome [59, 60]. Increase in LMWPTP 

level follows a step-wise increase in different levels of dysplasia [61].  

Abovementioned analysis suggests that, LMWPTP can be a predictive biomarker as 

well as a rational novel target for the treatment of various diseases.   

 

 

Figure 6. Physiological or pathological signaling pathways by LMWPTP where 

arrow represents positive regulation and T-bar represent either negative regulation or 

de-phosphorylation if the T-bar ends to a phosphate group or specific pY.  (Figure 

Courtsey:   Rong-jun HE et al. 2014 Acta Pharmacologica Sinica) 
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1.I.8. LMWPTP: In search of inhibitors 

All the evidences discussed in 1.I.7, suggests the fact that LMWPTP to be considered 

as a novel therapeutic agent. A number of LMWPTP inhibitors have been identified 

till date as LMWPTP has been recognized as potential drug target. Until a few years 

ago, early transition metal anions including vanadate, molybdate, tungstate were 

known for their inhibitory action towards LMWPTP. Despite of being potential 

inhibitor and their ability to function as insulin mimetic and antitumor agents, they are 

not potential inhibitor for clinical usage because of their non-selectivity towards all 

members of PTP-family and also towards phosphordiestaerase and 

phosphomonoeasterase [62, 63]. Ionic surfactants viz., n-alkyl sulphates, n-alkyl 

trimethyl ammonium sulphates were able to act as inhibitors probably due to 

interaction with active sites and neighboring regions.[64].  

       First rationally designed inhibitor of Human LMWPTP, a phosphonated-5-

azaindole [Fig. 7], was synthesized only after crystal structure solution, although with 

weak mM affinity towards the enzyme [65]. It was clear from this inhibitor that two 

portions of the inhibitor is required to bind successfully with the enzyme, the first part 

should contain an ionic portion which can anchor into the positively charged catalytic 

pocket and the second part should contain aromatic moiety with suitable functional 

groups so that interaction with neighboring portions of the enzyme can take place. 
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Figure 7. Inhibitor of human LMWPTP which contains phosphonic acid group 

 

In view of this bioisosteric replacement of pTyr-phosphonate group with carboxylic 

acid or the isothiazolidinone system, has been considered as effective inhibitor with 

appreciable in vitro or cellular activity [62, 66-68]. On the other hand some 

compounds were selected and assayed with respect to bovine LMWPTP since it shares 

94% sequence and a high degree of structural similarity with isoform 2 (IF2) of 

human LMWPTP. The first subset were selected with Ki ranging from 50-900 M, all 

being derivatives of carboxylic acid [17-20, Fig. 8] and the second subset leads to 

identification of compounds 21 and 22 with Ki values 9 and 11 M respectively and 

weaker inhibitor identification with Ki values 60 and 170 M leads to 23 and 24 

respectively [Fig. 8] [69, 70]. Interestingly all these inhibitors act as competitive 

inhibitor. 

      Preference in inhibition of IF1 over IF2 for human LMWPTP represents a feature 

which is promising towards pharmaceutical point of view that is IF1appears to be 

more implicated in cancer development as well as in diabetics. Molecular docking 

study has shown that phenoxy- and benzyloxybenzylidene substituted derivatives are 

the most active one which can act as bidentate inhibitor [71-73]. Depending of the 
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inhibitory activity of flavonoids, a series of chromones which are active as human 

LMWPTP inhibitor has been reported recently [74] which are the most promising 

agent for further development. Several inhibitors of LMWPTP from Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis (both MPTPA and MPTPB) have also been designed and developed as 

anti-mycobacterial agents [75-79]. 

 

Figure 8. Inhibitors of bovine LMWPTP which contains carboxylic acid group  
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 1.I.9. Scope of the thesis 

The gram-negative bacteria, Vibrio cholerae, is the causative organism of the severe 

diarrheal disease cholera that continues to be a significant cause of death in 

developing countries claims approximately 95,000 lives out of 2.9 million annually 

[80]. The genome of Vibrio cholerae O395 contains two LMWPTPs (VcLMWTP-1 

and VcLMWTP-2). These two LMWPTPs share only ~30% sequence identity among 

themselves and upon vigorous sequence alignment and analysis we have found that 

VcLMWPTP-2 is unique among bacterial LMWPTPs. Low sequence identity of this 

unique LMWPTP indicates that three dimensional structure may deliver some distinct 

feature which has not been reported so far. It can also be useful to study the catalytic 

features at atomic level.  

      Occurrence of two LMWPTP in the same organism and their biological role, 

especially the role of VcLMWPTP-2, remains to be established. Knowledge of 

structure as well as function of this idiosyncratic LMWPTP from Vibrio cholera may 

become useful for designing of inhibitor which will lead to drug design against this 

pathogenic bacterium. Starting with this knowledge, the work of the present thesis 

represents structural as well as functional aspects of VcLMWTP-2. 
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1.II. Structure-function relationship of VcLMWPTP-2: Study by protein X-ray 

crystallography 

Three dimensional structures of biological macromolecules are determined by various 

methods such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), X-ray crystallography and also 

cryo-electron microscopy. To enhance understanding of protein function as well as to 

visualize 3D structure of protein, X-ray crystallography is the most convenient among 

all the above-mentioned methods. Structural and functional study of proteins by X-ray 

crystallography involves the mode of interaction of the protein of interest with other 

proteins, conformational changes of the particular protein depending upon various 

parameters and moreover if the protein of interest is enzyme the X-ray 

crystallographic study also helps to decipher the catalytic mechanism. Depending 

upon these information rational designing of drugs (if the protein is a therapeutic 

target) or engineering of the protein can be performed for specific purposes. Therefore 

it can be said that determination of three dimensional structures directly helps to 

understand the functional role of the protein and relationship between structure and 

function has potential application among different fields of study as well as for 

commercial purposes. During initial days X-ray crystallography was used to study 

inorganic and organic compounds until the first structure of protein was solved in 

1958 by John C Kendrew which was the structure of myoglobin and after that 

structure of hemoglobin was solved by Max F Perutz. Since then solution of 

macromolecular crystal structure has coped up its momentum and till date more than 

10 million structures have been solved and deposited in PDB.  
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1.II.1 X-ray crystallographic study: steps involved 

To study three dimensional structure of biological macromolecules by X-ray 

crystallographic technique various steps are involved. The first step is to prepare 

protein sample followed by successful crystallization of the purified protein. Upon 

crystallization data collection from this crystal is performed which leads to structure 

solution. Solution of structure requires proper interpretation to understand the 

architecture as well as function of the protein of interest.  

 

1.II.2 Preparation of protein sample 
 
One of the most important criteria to crystallize protein sample is to prepare pure 

target protein which can be achieved by isolation of the protein from source or by 

cloning the gene of interest into a high expression system. To get information about 

suitability for crystallization, stability and purity along with homogeneity of the 

protein sample is assed. In some cases study on enzymatic activity, proper folding and 

also monodispersity helps to find whether the purified protein sample is suitable for 

crystallization and if it is found that the target protein is not suitable the expression as 

well purification protocols can be modified and some extra purification steps can also 

be added or in some cases addition of some additives viz., ligands, metals, glycerol, 

reducing agents etc., mutation of particular residue, different expression system, etc. 

also helps to stabilize the protein which results to an ease of crystallization.  

 
1.II.3. Technique of crystallization  

When most of the criteria are filled up, protein samples are screened with a reasonable 

number of conditions which contains v

of crystals appeared in screening step then variation in all components viz., protein as 
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well as precipitant and also with reservoir is performed. Trials with different 

temperature, pH, additives, even with different crystallization methods are also 

performed so that diffraction quality crystals can appear. In most of the cases typically 

it takes from several days to several weeks to grow crystals.  

 

1.II.4. Solubility Curve 

Solubility curve is a curve of protein solution in the phase diagram where protein 

concentration vs precipitant concentration is plotted at constant temperature and this 

curve divides the phase diagram into various conditions where separation of phase 

from liquid, amorphous, solid and crystal nuclei takes place from the specific phase 

where the protein solution remains for indefinite time in a condition which is above 

the saturation point and the protein solution remains in this phase without any 

separation. It can be said that, the specific region in the phase diagram where kinetic 

phenomenon is dominant, can be identified by solubility curve. [81]. 

 

1.II.5. Phase diagram 

Variation of protein solubility with precipitant concentration (e.g. poly ethylene glycol 

(PEG) or salt viz., ammonium sulphate (AMS) etc.) is schematically presented with 

phase diagram which is represented in figure 9. If the concentration is below protein 

solubility the crystals get dissolved and they grow in a super-saturated condition and 

this supersaturated condition is subdivided into three conditions, metastable, labile, 

and precipitation zones.  

                    The concentration of protein is kept almost three times than the solubility 

in most of the cases because crystals are generated only when the solution becomes 
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supersaturated. With this favorable condition minimum energy barrier of 

crystallization activation energy can be overcome and nucleus (which is small ordered 

array of clusters) formation occurs at this condition. From nucleus fully formed 

crystals are grown although nucleation is time taking due to higher energy barrier. 

With supersaturated solution nucleus formation may not take place if the solution lies 

at the metastable zone of phase diagram although if the solution goes beyond the 

dotted line as shown in the phase diagram, small clusters or nucleus can be formed 

and this is called labile zone [Fig. 9]. This labile zone is the starting point for the 

formation of bigger crystals from nucleus by slow although consecutive precipitation. 

Phase diagram also contains a precipitation zone where no crystal formation occurs 

because of oversaturation of the protein solution [82].  
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Figure 9.The Phase diagram in protein crystallization experiment which 

represents solubility curve as precipitant concentration function at constant 

temperature. (Figure Courtesy: N. Asherie 2004 Methods ) 

 

1.II.6. Vapor diffusion 

The most commonly employed method in crystallization is vapor diffusion method 

where a droplet which contains supersaturated protein and precipitant are allowed to 

equilibrate against a large reservoir which contains same precipitant with the droplet 

but at higher concentration. This system is kept as closed system. The droplet contains 

lower concentration of protein as well precipitant initially but with time the drop starts 

to equilibrate with reservoir and with equilibration concentration of protein as well 

precipitant increases and when it reaches to the appropriate crystallization condition 
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(i.e. protein and precipitant concentration at particular temperature) growth of crystals 

take place in the drop. Two most popular formats for vapor diffusion method are 

hanging drop and sitting drop [Fig. 10]. In hanging drop vapor diffusion method a 

drop of protein and precipitant is suspended over the reservoir from an inverted cover-

slip whereas in sitting drop method, the drop is placed on a pedestal which is 

separated from the reservoir. In both these methods the connecting point between 

cover-slip and reservoir-well is sealed by grease so that the closed system can be 

maintained.  

 

 

Figure 10. Vapour diffusion method: comparison between (a) hanging drop & (b) 

sitting drop. 

 

1.II.7. Screening 

The phase diagram is multidimensional as it depends of various functions such as 

temperature, pH, concentration of protein and precipitant, ionic strength (should be 

low ideally), and presence or absence of monovalent or divalent anions or cations etc. 
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Therefore screening for proper condition for crystallization of target protein is actually 

the search for either global or  

 
1.II.8. Strategy of data collection 

After getting crystals, they are shot to get diffraction pattern by X-ray beam and this is 

generally performed with single crystal of the target protein. Single crystal is either 

mounted in a capillary (at room temperature) or it is flash cooled with liquid nitrogen 

in a nylon loop and placed on a goniometer head where constant flow of liquid 

nitrogen is maintained so that temperature can be kept at 100K. The goniometer head 

is aligned with X-ray beam by adjusting screws present there. Converged single 

wavelength of X-ray beam is emerged from collimator and this beam strikes on the 

protein crystal so that diffraction data can be collected at the detector. Position of the 

detector is also adjusted to collect best diffraction pattern and a good diffraction 

-crystal and the spots should not 

be streaked. With few initial images crystal symmetry, unit cell parameters, highest 

resolution limit and also orientation of the crystal is ascertained. With this information 

strategy to collect data with highest completeness and resolution is calculated from 

automated software. To get a complete set of diffraction pattern crystal is rotated 

through a small angle which is called oscillation. With higher symmetry, lesser data is 

required [83]. 

 
 
 
1.II.9. Data processing step 

Data is recorded in a two dimensional detector although it is generated from a three 

dimensional crystal with a variation in intensity in each spot which corresponds to the 
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variation in electron density. Two separate pieces of information are achieved from 

this diffracted spots, one is the geometrical arrangement of this reflection form which 

information about the crystal lattice can be acquired and the other is intensity of the 

reflection from which part of information about lattice can be acquired. With indexing 

the spots are found, integer numbers (hkl) are given and crystal geometry is assigned 

properly so that this spots can be integrated. The spots are also merged and scaled and 

finally the phases are calculated to obtain the electron density map which is important 

to solve the structure of the target protein. 

 

1.II.10. Phase problem 

X-rays have suitable wavelength to interact with electrons of atoms. Therefore upon 

exposure of crystals into x-rays, from every point of crystal lattice diffraction occurs 

in proportion with the electron density of that point. Depending on the arrangement of 

atoms a particular diffraction pattern is composed and therefore position of atoms can 

be deduced from the analysis of the particular pattern of diffraction. On the other hand 

the intensity of diffraction depends on the fact that whether these X-rays interfere with 

each other in a particular direction in constructive way or destructive way which 

actually depends on the particular position and spacing of electron density within the 

crystal. Constructive interference leads to strong intensity of diffracted spots in a 

particular direction whereas destructive interference leads to weak one. As the crystal 

is consisted with a repetitive pattern of identical molecules the pattern of electron 

density also shows a similar feature upon regular interval and this repetitive unit is 

called the unit cell of crystal lattice which is defined by three dimension of crystal 

axes, a, b, and c. As scattering from unit cell is repetitive, it shows strong intensity 
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towards a particular direction and scattering from other directions become weak. 

Therefore the overall diffraction patterns formed from a three dimensional lattice on 

reciprocal spacing and directions with real lattice and each diffraction images are two 

dimensional section from through this pattern and obtained from a particular 

orientation of the single crystal and is known as reciprocal lattice. The diffraction 

spots are identified with integer values (hkl) known as Miller indices. The intensity of 

each diffracted spots is dependent with the feature of spacing of electron density 

within each unit cell and this electron density and intensity is related with a 

diffraction pattern can also be predicted if the unit cell is known or from the scattering 

unit cell can also be determined. Therefore determination of electron density from a 

single unit cell is required through Fourier transformation and therefore only the 

diffraction spots need to be considered not the space. Every diffraction spots may then 

be considered as a single wavelength with amplitude and phase related to X-rays 

which are scattered at a particular direction and the wave is mathematically 

structure factor can be determined and since the phase information is absent, it is 

-ray crystallography. The relation between intensity of 

each diffraction spots measured with the amplitude of the wave or structure factor is 

expressed as equation (1) 

                               I (h,k,l) |F (h,k,l)|2      -----------------------(1) 

Where (h,k,l) is the co-ordinate of any point at reciprocal lattice relates to real lattice 

(x,y,z). 
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It should be noted that without any information about phase reconstruction of electron 

density in the unit cell is impossible and in order to get an interpretable electron 

density map it is necessary to obtain both amplitude and phase of structure factor.  

 

-------(2) 

point in unit cell 

with coordinates (xyz), F(hkl) the magnitude of structure factor, (hkl) are Miller 

 

 

There are several methods available to solve phase problem. 

 

1.II.11. Patterson methods 

To solve small molecule structure Patterson method is very effective although with 

increasing number of atoms, effectiveness of this method falls. Small molecule 

structures can be solved without phase information because for small molecules 

magnitude of structure factor alone contains information about the spacing of the 

atoms in the structure to be solved. 

 

1.II.12. Direct methods 

Well-ordered small as well intermediate sized molecules from a very high diffraction 

angle structure factor can be calculated because information about fine features of unit 
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cell can be obtained from high angled diffraction spots. Missing information about 

phase can be calculated directly from mathematical formulations between structure 

factors and for this r  

 

1.II.13. Multiple Isomorphous Replacements 

Larger protein molecules are less rigid than small inorganic molecules and due to this 

fact imperfections are included in an unit cell of crystal structure which limits the 

diffraction upto ~2-3 Å and this problem is solved by a common approach namely 

multiple isomorphous replacements (MIR) [84]. A known change is made in the unit 

cell and then diffraction pattern is measured to get information about unknown phase 

and this includes inclusion of heavy atoms without any change in the structure of the 

method or Patterson method it is generally possible to locate the heavy atoms since 

they diffract more strongly than other atoms and locating the heavy atoms scattering 

from those atoms give the information about magnitude as well phase. From 

diffraction spots structure factor of native crystals are also calculated in parallel and 

when structure factor upon inclusion of heavy atom becomes stronger than native one 

it is concluded that diffraction from heavy atom included structure is interfering 

constructively and in this case the unknown phase of native structure becomes similar 

to that of the known phase of heavy atom included structure and from a comparison 

between these two, unknown phase can be calculated. 
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1.II.14 Multi wavelength Anomalous Dispersion 

Upon introduction of a tunable wavelength at the synchrotron Multi wavelength 

Anomalous Dispersion has become a popular alternative of MIR [85]. Though 

where variation in scattering takes place with altering wavelength and this variation 

occurs in both amplitude and phase. Therefore by varying wavelength contribution of 

a particular atom (in most of the cases heavy atoms) can be calculated which helps to 

calculate the position of that atom and then phase information can be calculated 

following the same procedure as MIR. 

 
1.II.15 Molecular Replacement 

To estimate phase of a new protein sometimes phases from the structure factors of an 

already known protein is used. A single native data set is used in this process to 

determine structure of the new protein and the known structure 

be discussed in detail as we have solved the structure of our protein of interest using 

this method. 

             To illustrate about this method, serine proteases like trypsin, chymotrypsin, 

elastase are similar in structure and conformation. If target protein is serine protease 

(specifically mammalian) and if sequence homology suggests similarity in structure 

then any of the abovementioned serine protease can be used as phasing model for the 

target protein. On the other hand upon binding of ligand in most of the cases 

conformational changes occur. If structure of protein ligand complex has to be solved 
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the ligand free structure of the same protein (if available) can also be used to solve 

protein-ligand complex structure and there is no need to start from the scratch.  

          When target protein and phasing model are 

y, z) from native intensities of the target protein phases from the known protein can be 

used directly following the equation,  

 

                                                                                                     ----------------------(3)                            

can be obtained directly from native intensities of target protein and 

 are phase of the phasing model. In most of the cases iterative process of 

phase improvement changes the phase of the model into the phase of the target protein 

which reveals the desired structure. 

                   When the phases of model are not isomorphous with the phases of target 

protein the problem becomes difficult. Phases of atomic as well as molecular structure 

factor changes with location of atoms in the unit cell. To use the known protein as a 

phasing model, superimposition of the known protein with the target protein in its unit 

cell is performed and then phase of the properly oriented model is calculated and then 

only calculation of the structure factor from properly oriented can be done. The phase 

from these computed structure factor can be used as initial estimate of the desired 

phase. 

                   From native data unit cell-dimension and symmetry of new protein can be 

determined. Therefore the model is placed according to the symmetry of the target 

protein which gives some constrains on the model although not enough for phase 
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estimation. Theoretically it is possible to search all orientations and positions of the 

model in the new unit cell and structure factor of the model Fcalc is calculated 

accordingly and their amplitudes are compared with the measured amplitudes which is 

obtained from the intensities of the diffraction of target protein. The orientation and 

position with best match of computed phase is used as starting phase. 

                     Innumerous possibilities of the search for probable orientation and 

position has been simplified by choosing to search for best orientation over best 

position since it is possible to search orientation without depending on the location by 

using the Patterson function as Patterson map changes with change in orientation of 

the molecule. From this it can be said that Patterson map provides an idea about the 

orientation of the model in the unit cell of the target protein. Therefore model and 

target of same orientation in the similar unit cell dimension with same symmetry will 

give similar Patterson map. 

                          To compare results and also to determine optimum values of 

parameters the search system goes through all trial values (including angles and co-

ordinates) for the model. Comparison between orientations is performed by rotation 

function computation. Rotation function evaluates correlation of Patterson map 

between target protein and phasing model in various orientations. In this orientation 

search or rotation search, large values of model Patterson function (Pmodel(u, v,w)) is 

searched at the locations of peak for the Patterson map of protein of interest. One of 

the method is to integrate the product of model Patterson and target Patterson over 

Patterson unit cell for each orientation and where either of the Patterson has a peak but 

each Patterson coincides 

product becomes large. Therefore if there are many coincident peaks the integral value 
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of the product will be very large. For this type of search the rotation function is 

expressed as 

 

                                                                                                      -----------------------(4) 

This equation can be expressed as for each rotation angles the integral 

of two Patterson function, target molecule  and model 

produces rotation function R and (u, v, w) represents co-

ordinates which are operated on by rotation matrix2 which produces 

specific orientation which is related to the target Patterson. This abovementioned 

function exhibit maxima where the two Pattersons have many peaks which are 

coincident and this maxima suggests the placement of phasing model with best 

orientation in the unit cell of the desired protein. 

                       The criteria for location or translational search is that there should have 

a correspondence between the expected structure-factor amplitude from the phasing 

model in a trial location and the actual amplitude which is derived from the native 

data set of the protein of interest and this criteria is expressed as R-factor, which is 

also a criteria for phase improvement for final structure determination. R-factor has 

been defined as 

-----------(5) 
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This equation can be expressed in words as, for each reflection, difference is 

computed between the observed structure-factor amplitude which is derived from 

native data set, , and the structure-factor calculated in the current trial location 

of the model, , and their absolute value is taken, which gives the magnitude 

of the difference. These magnitudes for all reflections are added and then it is divided 

by the sum of the observed structure-factor amplitudes. Therefore if the observed and 

calculated structure-factors agree with each other, R becomes small and for perfect 

agreement R is zero. For proteins R values with 0.3-0.4 gives the best placement of 

the phasing model which often provides adequate initial estimates for determination of 

phases. 

 

1.II.16. Phase improvement and refinement 

       Upon generation of initial model phases are refined to improve the model using 

solvent flattering, histogram matching, noncrystallographic averaging etc. A typical 

protein electron density is 0.43 e Å-3 and through solvent flattering negative electron 

densities are removed which sets the values at solvent region 0.33 e Å-3. Electron 

density values are altered by histogram matching to coincide with an expected 

electron density distribution. If more than one copy of molecules are present in the 

asymmetric unit, equivalence on electron density values are imposed by non 

crystallographic averaging [87]. The atomic positions of a model and respective B-

factors are also taken care to yield a better phase from which a new model is generated 

and this goes on with a cycle until correlation between diffraction data and generated 

model is maximized which is measured by R-factor or reliability factor defined  in 
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equation 5 previously. Method for cross verification is calculation of Rfree where ~5-

10% of diffraction data set is set aside and never used for refinement. 

 

1.II.17. Deposition of structure after validation 

When R-factors are stopped to decrease a validation model in terms of bond angles, 

bond lengths etc. (streochemical) are performed and usage of Ramachandran Plot is 

the most popular one to asses geometrical validation (specifically peptide bonds and 

torsional angles from usual conformations of the amino acids). Thermal factors 

associated with each atoms are also assed and in general it is lower for the internal 

parts and higher for the external parts which are exposed towards solvent. Finally the 

structure solved which meets the abovementioned criteria are deposited into Protein 

Data Bank (PDB).  
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2.1 Cloning, Over-Expression, Purification, Crystallization, Data-collection, Data 

processing, Refinement 

Structural and structure based probable functional aspects of VcLMWPTP-2 and its 

mutants were subjected to follow the flow diagram given below. Thereafter detailed 

description of each procedure has been elaborated. 

 

Cloning and over-expression as 6×His-tagged construct 

 

Purification of recombinant proteins in E. coli using affinity chromatography, size 

exclusion chromatography and dynamic light scattering 

 

Crystallization of the protein of interest 

 

Data collection and processing 

 

Structure solution 
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2.1.1. Cloning and over-expression of VcLMWPTP-2 and its mutants: 

For successful cloning first the gene of interest was amplified by polymeric chain 

reaction (PCR) with proper forward and reverse primer. PCR product was then 

purified by Q ified 

product was then digested with proper restriction enzymes followed by purification of 

digested product. Simultaneously vector was also digested with the same restriction 

enzyme(s) and the digested vector was also purified. Digested vector and PCR product 

was then allowed for ligation. Ligated product was transformed into electro-competent 

cells and cells which carried ligated product were then screened. After plasmid 

purification from these cells, plasmids carrying insert was again transformed to check 

over-expression of the protein of interest by addition of inducer.     

Wild type construct was cloned from the genomic DNA of Vibrio cholerae and 

mutants were prepared by site directed mutagenesis (by two step PCR method) 

following the same procedure as wild type. VcLMWPTP-2 (166 amino acids) was 

cloned into pET-28(a+) vector under the control of T7 promoter and 6×His-tagged 

wild-type protein was overexpressed into Bl21 (DE3) strain of E. coli. The complete 

DNA sequence of this construct was confirmed by DNA sequencing. The same 

procedure was followed to clone and overexpress the single (C12S, C17S, T13L) and 

double (C12S/C17S) mutants. 

The sequences of the forward and reverse primers along with the recognition 

sites of the restriction enzymes are listed in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Sequences of Primer 

Clone name  

 

VcLMWPTP-2 

Forward Primer- with NdeI site  
 

-GCCGCCATATGAAGGTTAAAGGTTTATCAG -  
 
Reverse Primer  with BamHI site 
 

-CGGGGATCCTTATTGAGATAAATTTTCGTTGCACGC -  
 

 

VcLMWPTP-2 
C12S 

Mutation forward primer for the 1st step PCR of SDM 
 

-
GGTTTATCAGTATTAGTCGTGAGTACAGGTAATTTGTGTCGTTCG
-  
 
Mutation reverse primer for the 1st step PCR of SDM 
 

-
CGAACGACACAAATTACCTGTACTCACGACTAATACTGATAAAC
C-  
 

 
VcLMWPTP-2 
C17S 

Mutation forward primer for the 1st step PCR of SDM 
 

-GTCGTGTGTACAGGTAATTTGAGTCGTTCGCCAATGGCAGAG-
 

 
Mutation reverse primer for the 1st step PCR of SDM 
 

-CTCTGCCATTGGCGAACGACTCAAATTACCTGTACACACGAC-
 

 
 
VcLMWPTP-2 
T13L 
 

 

Mutation forward primer for the 1st step PCR of SDM 
 

-TTATCAGTATTAGTCGTGTGTCTAGGTAATTTGTGTCGTTCG-  
 
Mutation reverse primer for the 1st step PCR of SDM 
 

-
CGAACGACACAAATTACCTAGACACACGACTAATACTGATAA-  
 

For the mutants the nucleotide written in bold and underlined mark indicates the 
changed position of required mutation. 
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2.1.1.1a. Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR): 

PCR technique [88] was used to amplify the gene VC0395_A0440 which encodes 

VcLMWPTP-2 from the genomic DNA of Vibrio cholerae. Annealing temperature Tm 

was chosen to be around below 5°C than the lowest (theoretical) melting temperature 

of both forward primer and reverse primer. 32 PCR-cycles were carried out. To 

optimize Tm

depending on that large scale PCR was performed for the wild type protein. The 

program used for PCR is given below: 

(i) Initial denaturation at 95°C for 5 minutes.  

(ii)  Denaturation at 95°C for 30 seconds  

(iii) Annealing at X±5°C for 30 seconds (X varies for different 

constructs) 

(iv) Polymerization at 72°C for 45 seconds (32 cycles) 

(v) Final extension at 72°C for 10minutes. 

Calculation of the reaction mixture for 100µl of total volume is listed in Table 3. 

Table 3: Calculation of the PCR reaction mixture 

Components Final concentrations 

Template- Vc-genomic DNA ~20ng 

Forward primer 0.8pmol 

Reverse primer 0.8pmol 

dNTP mix-100X 1X 

10X PCR buffer 1X 

Taq polymerase 2U 

Autoclaved water to make the final volume 100µl. 
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2.1.1.1b. Site directed mutagenesis (SDM):  

Single and double mutants were prepared by Site Directed Mutagenesis (SDM) by 

two-step-method as described in [89] where proper annealing temperature was judged 

primer of wild type and mutation reverse primer in one set whereas reverse primer of 

wild type and mutation forward primer in another set. PCR products from the first step 

of both the sets were taken as template for the second step. Second step for SDM is 

equivalent with the second step of wild type fragment. The calculation is tabulated in 

Table 4.    

Table 4: Calculation for the two-step-PCR reaction mixture 

Components Final 
concentrations            

1st step PCR 

Components Final concentrations            
2nd step PCR 

Template-Vc-
genomic DNA 

~20ng Template- PCR 
products from 
set I & set  II 

~10ng each 

primer  set I 

0.8pmol each Forward primer 0.8pmol 

primer  set II 

0.8pmol each Reverse primer 0.8pmol 

dNTP mix-100X 1X dNTP mix-100X 1X 

10X PCR buffer 
(Fermentas) 

1X 10X PCR buffer 1X 

Taq polymerase 
(Fermentas) 

2U Taq polymerase 2U 

Autoclaved water to make the final volume 100µl. 
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2.1.1.2. Digestion and Ligation:  

Qiagen Gel Extraction Kit was used to purify the PCR product and digested overnight 

at 37°C water-bath with NdeI and BamHI from NEB. pET28a(+) vector was also 

digested (two times) overnight following the same procedure with the same restriction 

enzymes. The calculation for the restriction enzyme digestion has given below in 

Table 5. 

Table 5: Calculation for restriction enzyme digestion 

Restriction enzyme double digestion 

Components Final concentration 

10X Buffer3 (NEB) 1X 

Purified PCR 
product/Vector 

2-4µg 

Enzyme NdeI and 
BamHI 

1U each 

100X BSA 1X 

Autoclaved water to make the final volume 
20µl. 

 

The purified digested vector and insert were ligated at 4°C for overnight following the 

protocol mentioned in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Components of Ligation 

 Standard  

reaction 

Positive 

control 

Negative 

control 

10X Ligase Buffer   

(Promega) 

1 µl 1 µl 1 µl 

pET 28a+ Vector 

(Promega): PCR 

product 

1:3 1:3 Only 

vector 

added 

T4 DNA Ligase 

(Promega) 

1 µl 1 µl 1 µl 

Autoclaved water to make the final volume 10µl. 

Total 10 µl 10 µl 10 µl 

 

2.1.1.3. Transformation: 

Ligated product was directly transformed into electro-competent E.coli 

transformed cells were grown upto log phase, they plated on agar plates containing 

both tetracycline and kanamycine antibiotics upto 12.5 

concentrations respectively. 

2.1.1.4. Screening and Analysis: 

            Few handpicked colonies were subjected for overnight cultures and for further 

screening. Plasmid isolation was performed from overnight cultures by Qiagen 

mi

for digestion with the corresponding restriction enzymes for digestion product or 

insert. The insert was checked by running agarose gel although final conformation 

was performed by DNA sequencing from Amnion Sequencing. 
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2.1.1.5. Protein over-expression:  

         In Escherichia coli strain BL21 (DE3) (Novagen) over-expression of 6×His-

tagged proteins were carried out in Luria broth medium. Transformation of BL21 

(DE3) competent cells were performed with the recombinant pET28a(+) plasmids 

which contains the insert. At 37°C when the transformed cells were grown upto log 

day some of the colonies were picked from the plate and grown overnight in 2mL of 

LB medium in presence of kanamycin antibiotic at 37°C at 175 rpm. The overnight 

grown culture was inoculated next day in a fresh 3mL of LB medium at 1:50 ratio 

which was allowed to grow till OD reached to ~0.4-0.5 at 37°C at 175rpm. Then 1.5 

ther 4-5 hours maintaining the same 

condition. The cells were then harvested in a 1.5mL micro-centrifuge tube by 

centrifugation at 13000g for 2 minutes. The supernatant was thrown and pellet was 

dissolved in 30µl of autoclaved H2O. It was then vortexed and mixed with 20 µl of 4X 

SDS-PAGE sample buffer (250 mM Tris.HCl of pH 6.8, 10 % SDS, 40 % glycerol, 5 

% Bromophenol blue and 20 % -mercaptoethanol). Cell lysis was then performed by 

boiling the sample prepared in water for 10 minutes followed by centrifugation at 

12000g for 7 minutes and finally 15µl of the sample was loaded in SDS-PAGE which 

was allowed to run at 200V and 30mA at room temperature and then overexpression 

of recombinant proteins were checked by staining the gel with Coomassie R-250 

(Sigma) from uninduced vs. induced gel profile. Positions of the protein of interest 

were confirmed by protein marker. 
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2.1.2. Protein purification by affinity and size exclusion chromatography 

2.1.2.1. Affinity chromatography: purification of 6×His Tagged protein 

Histidine tagged proteins (6×His tagged) show remarkable affinity towards Ni2+ ion 

immobilized Nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) resin. Histidine residues in the His tag binds 

with the vacant co-ordinate of immobilized co-ordinate sphere of Ni2+ and this 

interaction is highly specific. Due to this specificity the proteins which are untagged 

by histidine although present in cell lysate may also bind if the Histidine residue of 

these unspecific proteins remains in the close proximity to the surface, although 

untagged protein will bind with lesser affinity than that of tagged proteins where 

consecutively six histidine residues are present. The non-specific proteins can be 

washed out under relatively stringent conditions without affecting target protein. 

Elution of target protein is possible under higher concentration of imidazole or by 

reducing pH of the buffer. 

       To obtain maximum protein two methods were followed. In the first method, 

overnight grown culture of BL21 (DE3) cells containing recombinant plasmid of 

pET28(a+) vector which contains insert of the protein of interest was inoculated 

(1:100 dilution) into freshly prepared 1litre  LB medium supplemented with 

Kanamycin antibiotic (with a final concentration upto30 µg/ml). It was then allowed 

to grow at 37°C at 175rpm until OD600 reached upto 0.4-0.5. Then 0.2-0.5mM IPTG 

induction was performed maintaining the same condition for another 4-5 hours. In the 

second method, same procedure was followed but after inoculation it was allowed to 

grow for ~2hours at 37°C 190rpm. Then the temperature was reduced at 20°C (which 

took ~30-45 minutes) and at this reduced temperature IPTG was added and allowed to 
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grow for another 12-14 hours at 100rpm. Addition of 0.4mM IPTG in the second 

method produced best result. 

          Maintaining the optimized condition, i.e. low temperature (20°C) and slow 

shaking (100 rpm) after IPTG induction (0.4mM), the bacterial cells were allowed to 

grow for overnight and then harvested in 50ml oakridge centrifuge tubes at 7000g for 

5 minutes. Resuspension of cell pellets of wild type (WT) protein was performed in 

lysis buffer containing 50mM MOPS, pH7.7, 300mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 2mM PMSF 

(Phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride which is a  serine protease inhibitor) along with pinch 

of (~0.5 1mg/ml) lysozyme and allowed to incubate for ~1hour in ice. The cells were 

then sonicated with ~45-50 bursts at 20 seconds at 200W with an interval of 

45seconds after each bursts. Cell lysate after sonication was centrifuged for 45 

minutes at 12000g and after centrifugation supernatant was loaded in a Ni-NTA 

column which was pre-equilibrated with lysis buffer. To elute weakly bound non-

specific proteins maximum wash was performed. Starting from lysis buffer wash, 

wash with 5mM imidazole, 20mM imidazole and 50mM imidazole along with lysis 

buffer was performed several times. Then the 6×His tagged target protein was eluted 

by elusion buffer which contains 200mM imidazole along with lysis buffer. The purity 

of the eluted protein as then checked with 15% SDS-PAGE. Eluted protein contains 

few contaminants. It was then pooled and concentrated by centrifugation at 5000 rpm 

at 4°C and finally buffer exchange was performed in presence of lysis buffer and 

concentrated upto ~1ml for thrombin cleavage. 

         Mutants were also purified with same buffer maintaining same conditions except 

for C12S and C12/17S mutants, they were purified at 10°C maintaining high 

percentage of glycerol as they were very prone towards precipitation. For mutants 
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lysis buffer 50mM MOPS, pH7.7, 300mM NaCl, 10-15% glycerol was used as lysis 

buffer and then the abovementioned procedure was followed for crystallization trials. 

For functional studies, WT and all the mutants were purified in 50mM Tris, pH7.7, 

300mM NaCl, 10% glycerol lysis buffer. All other procedures and conditions 

remained similar.  

2.1.2.2. 6×His tag removal by thrombin  

Hexa histidine tag is deliberately introduced into recombinant protein to ease the 

purification by metal ion chelation in affinity chromatography and this hexa-histidine 

tag is cleaved by the use of thrombin. The consensus sequence Leu-Val-Pro-Arg-Gly-

Ser, deliberately introduced between His tag and the desired protein sequence, is 

recognized by thrombin and cleavage occurs between Arg-Glysite. In presence of Ca2+ 

ion at pH 8.0 it works most efficiently. It is reported that presence of imidazole 

interferes in thrombin cleavage. Therefore we have performed buffer-exchange by 

lysis buffer to decrease concentration of imidazole upto ~5-10mM. Optimization of 

the amount of thrombin, time and temperature for cleavage has been standardized. 

After optimization, 2µL thrombin (1.6 units/µL, Novagen) was added into ~1ml of 

protein solution containing ~4mM of Ca2+ ion and kept at 4°C for ~40-45 hours for 

complete cleavage of His tag. 
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2.1.2.3. Purification by Size exclusion chromatography 

Upon completion of thrombin cleavage reaction the protein was further purified from 

cleaved histidine tag, enzyme thrombin and other contaminants from Ni-NTA affinity 

chromatography by size exclusion chromatography. After complete removal of His 

tag, the sample was directly loaded into the column of ÄKTA Prime chromatographic 

system using Superdex 200 increase (GE-Healthcare) column (10×300mm; bed 

volume ~24ml). Before loading the sample mixture the column was pre-equilibrated 

with gel-filtration buffer containing 50mM MOPS, pH7.7, 300mM NaCl, 3% 

glycerol, 0.02% sodium azide (sodium azide used to avoid any microbial 

contamination). The elution profile was monitored by absorbance at 280nm and 

throughout this procedure temperature was maintained at 10°C with flow rate 

0.4ml.min-1. The fractions containing protein was then collected and concentrated 

upto ~4-5mg.ml-1 by centrifugation at 5000 rpm using 10kDa cut-off centrifugal unit 

of Millipore. 

2.1.3. Crystallization of protein of interest 

Before starting crystallization trials, solubility of the target protein was checked by 

using 3M ammonium sulphate and 50% PEG6K as stock of precipitant and upon 

dilution of precipitant as well as protein concentration the optimized start point of 

crystallization was determined. Crystallization was performed by the hanging-drop 

vapour-diffusion method in 24-well crystallization trays (Hampton Research, Laguna 

Niguel, California, USA). Grid Screen Ammonium Sulfate, Grid Screen PEG 6000, 

Crystal Screen and Crystal Screen 2 from Hampton Research [90] were used to 
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solution and maintained at both 277 and 293K. Plate shaped crystals of VcLMWPTP-

2 appeared in 2.4M ammonium sulfate, 0.1M HEPES pH7.0, 5% glycerol as 

precipitant against reservoir 3 M ammonium sulphate, 0.1 M Tris-HCl, 0.2 M NaCl at 

277K. 

      VcLMWPTP-2 C12S mutant crystallization trials were performed using various 

home-made and commercial grids both at 277 and 293K. Out of which ammonium 

sulphate produced small sized crystals at 277K which need further improvement for 

diffraction. 

2.1.4. Collection of Data and further processing: 

Crystals of VcLMWPTP-2 were looped out from the crystallization drops using a 

-cooled in liquid nitrogen (Oxford Cryo systems) at 100K. 

Cryo-protectant used during crystal freezing composed of 30% glycerol, 2M AMS, 

0.1M MOPS. X-ray diffraction data was collected on PX BL-21 [91] beam line of 

Indus-2 synchrotron at RRCAT, INDORE. Collected data were further processed and 

scaled using iMOSFLM [92]. 

2.1.5. Structure determination of protein of interest 

At first number of molecules in the asymmetric unit were determined by calculating 

from the nearest homologue of VcLMWPTP-2 using the program Chainsaw of CCP4 

package [93]. As chainsaw identifies several file formats, we used PIR (.pir) as an 

input to build a model by trimming non-conserved and (or) all residues. We started 

structure solution by molecular replacement by Phaser [94]. The model was used as 
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 the program PHASER so that the 

method. The MR method combines anisotropy correction, fast rotation and 

translational function which are likelihood enhanced, packing and refinement modes 

which are applicable for multiple search models and also a set of all possible space 

groups.  

          Upon indexing, refining parameters and integration the .mtz file generated from 

iMOSFLM [92] was provided as experimental data into Phaser. The model generated 

from chainsaw i.e. the co-ordinate file (.pdb) was used as model for molecular 

replacement. Whether Phaser has solved data, was judged initially by LLG and TFZ 

(Translation Function Z-score) values and the initial model (.pdb file) was modified 

accordingly. Single PDB file produced with the top solutions (LLG, TFZ, RFZ, PAK 

etc.) was used for further refinement. 

          Refinement was carried out by Phenix refine [95]. Just after molecular 

replacement refinement started with refining the co-ordinates (specifically rigid body 

refinement and real space coordinate refinement) along with atomic displacement 

parameters (isotropic B-factors). As R-factors resulted<50% by refining more than 5 

cycles on each macro-cycle, the co-ordinates generated was used for model-building 

into maps from X-ray data using Coot  [96] and the output was then used for another 

cycle of refinement. With improvement of X-ray data confident building of model was 

performed keeping in mind about Ramachandran as well as rotamer restrains. With 

further improvement, inclusion of ligands in all the molecules present was performed 

and these cycles were gone on with refinement of co-ordinates and atomic 

displacement parameters. In the mean time we also performed simulated annealing 
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(both Cartesian and torsional) as well as non-crystallographic symmetry (NCS) 

restrains. Until then we refined isotropic ADPs only and upon adequate decrease of R-

factors we started TLS refinement. We picked water molecules after that and 

performed an update with every macro-cycle with refinement of individual co-

ordinate and B-factors. Water molecules with B<1.0 or >50 Å2, occupancy other than 

1.0, peak height (mFo-DFc map) lesser than 2 sigma and also distance between water-

water or water-macromolecule <1.8Å or >6Å were eliminated. We also scrutinized 

electron density map to evaluate presence of solvents other than water or ions which 

were present either in crystallization (like sulphate ion from AMS) or in purification 

(like glycerol in this case) condition. In each cycles 5% of the reflections were kept 

aside as a cross-validation to calculate Rfree values.  

2.1.6. Structural analysis 

Average B-factors for each residue were calculated using B average in CCP4 [97]. 

PISA webserver [98] was used for the analysis of the interfaces and assemblies of the 

structure. Sequence alignment of VcLMWPTP-2 with other LMWPTPs was done 

using Multalin [99] and PBIL [100]. Figures were prepared using Pymol 

(http://www.pymol.org). Mapping of surface electrostatic potential was performed 

using Chimera [101] and the area as well as volume of active site pocket was 

calculated using CASTp server [102]. 

2.2. Phylogenetic Analysis 

Phylogenetic trees were generated using the highly conserved LMWPTP catalytic 

domain sequences as indicated [103]. The sequence of VcLMWPTP-2 was taken as 

seed with which to search the NR (UniprotKB 60% identity maximum+PDB) at the 
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PRABI- GERLAND: RHONE ALPES BIOINFORMATIC POLE GERLAND SITE 

at NPS@server. E threshol

Uncharacterized proteins and proteins other than PTP were excluded. The remaining 

124 sequences were analyzed and aligned by ClustalW and MULTALIN which 

prepares the multiple sequence alignment with hierarchical clustering [99,104] with 

blosum62 matrix, gap weight 12, gap length weight 2 and with minimal distance 

between sequences (in PAM) 20. The phylogenic tree was generated with maximal 

number of clustals 12. MULTALIN follows pairwise alignment whereas for ClustalW 

calculation is performed by using distance matrix and finally neighbor joining (NJ) 

method is used for building of rooted as well as unrooted trees. 

2.3. FPLC (Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography) analysis of VcLMWPTP-2 

Oligomeric states of VcLMWPTP-2 were analyzed by size exclusion chromatography 

on ÄKTA Prime chromatographic system using Superdex 200 increase (GE-

Healthcare) column (10×300mm; bed volume ~24ml). The column was pre-

equilibrated with lysis buffer 50mM MOPS, pH7.7, 300mM NaCl, 3% Glycerol. The 

analysis was performed at 283K with flow rate of 0.4ml min 1.The elution profile was 

determined by monitoring the absorbance at 280 nm. Albumin (66.5 kDa), Ovalbumin 

(45 kDa), Chymotrypsin (25 kDa) and Ribonuclease A (13.7 kDa) were used as 

molecular mass standards. 

2.4. Dynamic Light Scattering   

DLS measurements, to determine the oligomeric states in solution, were performed on 

a Malvern Nano Series DLS spectrometer, equipped with thermostat chamber and 633 

nm laser. Fractions eluted from the Superdex200 gel filtration column were directly 
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used for this experiment. Before carrying out the DLS experiments all solutions were 

passed 

were conducted at least three times. 

2.5. Molecular Dynamics Simulation 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation was carried out on a monomer (Residue 5 157, 

Chain A) of VcLMWPTP-2 protein where the MOPS molecule and the sulfate ions 

were removed from the crystal structure. The simulation was performed for 1000 ns 

using Gromacs-5.0.4 simulation package [105] with CHARMM27 [106] all atom 

force field and the water molecules were modeled explicitly using the TIP3P model. 

The protonation state of ionizable groups was appropriately chosen for pH 7.0. 

Suitable number of counter ions were added at random locations to neutralize the net 

charge of the system. The simulation box was a dodecahedron with minimum protein-

edge distance of 12 Å and periodic boundary condition was applied on all the three 

(xyz) directions. After the energy minimization of the whole system using the steepest 

descent algorithm, the system was gradually heated to 300 K using NVT ensemble 

and later equilibrated using NPT ensemble. During the equilibrations, the protein 

backbone was restraint with a harmonic potential of force constant 1000 kJ/mol. The 

leap-frog integrator with a time-step of 2 fs was used. The Parrinello-

Rahmanalgorithm [107] was employed to control the pressure at 1 bar with a coupling 

constant of 2 ps and the modified Berendsen (V-rescale) [108] thermostat was used to 

control the temperature of the system at 300 K with a time constant of 0.1 ps. The 

Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) [109] method was used to compute the electrostatic 

interactions with a real space cut-off distance of 12 Å. The same cut-off value was 

used for calculations of the van der Waals interactions. After 5 ns of equilibration 
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using position restraints on the protein, the production MD simulation run was carried 

out for 1000 ns. The position and the velocity of all the atoms were recorded in the 

trajectory file at every 20 ps for analysis of the dynamics. 

2.6. Enzyme Kinetics 

2.6.1 Phosphatase activity 

To determine dephosphorylating activity or phosphatase activity of VcLMWPTP-2 

wild type protein and all the mutants prepared were purified in 50mM Tris, pH 7.7, 

300mM NaCl, 10% glycerol buffer. Phosphatase activity of VcLMWPTP-2 WT and 

mutants were calculated at room temperature (298 K) using p-Nitrophenylphosphate 

(p-NPP) as the substrate as described previously [110]. p-NPP (1 40 mM) was treated 

VcLMWPTP-2 (WT or its mutants C12S, T13L, C17S, C12/17S) and the 

reaction was quenched by the addition of 0.1N NaOH after 10 min. The absorbance of 

the liberated product, p-nitrophenol, thus formed is measured at 405 nm. The amount 

of p-nitrophenol liberated was calculated from the standard curve prepared under 

identical conditions. For standard curve, stock solution of p-nitrophenol was diluted 

with 0.05N NaOH and the absorbance of the samples was measured at 405 nm. For 

baseline correction, the non-enzymatic hydrolysis of substrates was measured using 

the control sample that did not contain VcLMWPTP-2. The hydrolysis rate was 

measured in triplicate for all substrates. Kinetic constants were calculated using initial 

velocity data, which were fitted to the Michaelis-Menten curves and the Lineweaver-

burk plots. 
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2.6.2 Reactivation kinetics of hydrogen peroxide-inactivated VcLMWPTP-2 

-ME as reducing agent 

2O2 was found to be sufficient to inactivate 

VcLMWPTP- 2O2 inactivation reaction was carried out in 

Tris buffer at pH7.0 at 298 K and allowed to proceed for 7 min at room temperature. 

Substrate p-NPP was added to the resulting H2O2 treated enzyme and the mixtures 

were allowed to incubate for 10 min before measuring the Phosphatase activity. For 

reactivation, 2- -ME) was added (final concentration 30mM) to the 

-ME 

treatment. 
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3.I.1. Phylogenetic analysis 

The gram-negative bacteria, Vibrio cholerae, is the causative organism of the severe 

diarrheal disease cholera that continues to be a significant cause of death in 

developing countries claims approximately 95,000 lives out of 2.9 million annually 

[80, 111]. The genome of Vibrio cholerae O395 contains two LMWPTPs 

(VcLMWTP-1 and VcLMWTP-2). Multiple sequence alignment, as shown in figure 

11, shows these two LMWPTPs  share only~37% sequence identity but their active 

site residues are conserved. Detailed analysis with more than hundred non-redundant 

(NR) LMWPTPs sequences indicate that VcLMWPTP-2 distinguishes itself as an 

idiosyncratic type of bacterial LMWPTP which has been performed by phylogenetic 

trees generation using the highly conserved LMWPTP catalytic domain sequences as 

indicated [103]. To analyze the phylogenetic relationships between PTP family 

proteins and VcLMWPTP-2, we analyzed and aligned more than 100 sequences by 

ClustalW and MULTALIN and finally generated rooted as well as un-rooted tree by 

neighbor joining method, based on the full length VcLMWPTP-2 sequence as seed. 

Uncharacterized proteins and proteins other than PTP were excluded manually from 

this analysis. Remaining non- redundant 124 sequences were analyzed to generate 

phylogenetic tree where VcLMWPTP-2 emerges as a single taxon as shown in figure 

12. To study this unique bacterial LMWPTP we started further analysis with this 

protein. 
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Figure 11. Multiple Sequence alignment between VcLMWPTP-1 and 

VcLMWPTP-2 shows catalytically important residues are conserved  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12. Comparative analysis between PTP family proteins and VcLMWPTP-

2. The phylogenetic tree was generated using CLUSTLW and MULTALIN using 

VcLMWPTP-2 sequence as seed. Branch length has been displayed from the unit for 

the scale 

(VcLMWPTP-2).  oot of a subfamily 

which goes across domains of life

subfamily has been indicated. 
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3.I.2. Cloning, Overexpression, Purification, Crystallization, Data Collection and 

Structure solution of VcLMWPTP-2 

3.I.2.1. Cloning and Over-expression of VcLMWPTP-2  

Cloning of VcLMWPTP-2 was performed in pET28a (+) vector and the protein of 

interest was successfully overexpressed as 6×-histidine tagged recombinant protein. 

Different mutants were generated to study the role of conserved residues. These 

mutants were C12S, T13L, C17S and a double mutant C12/17S. Profiles of cloning 

and overexpressed protein of interest are shown in figure 13a and 13b. Condition of 

overexpression was kept constant as mentioned earlier. 

 

Figure 13. Clone check and over-expression of VcLMWPTP-2 in (a) 1% agarose 

gel after digestion with restriction enzyme NdeI and BamHI. Lane 1-7: all samples 

contain insert into the plasmid, lane 8: DNA ladder (b) 15% SDS-PAGE profile, 

showing the overexpression of VcLMWPTP-2. Lanes 1, 3, 6 and 8: whole cell lysate 

of the induced cells , lanes 2, 4, 7 and 9: whole cell lysate of the 

uninduced cells  
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3.I.2.2. Purification of target protein by Ni-NTA affinity chromatography 

Purification of target protein with 6×-Histidine tag was performed by Ni-NTA affinity 

chromatography. Elution of Histidine tagged bound proteins were performed by step 

gradient method. In this method we used lysis buffer with increasing concentration of 

imidazole which was used as an eluent to elute target protein from Ni-NTA column. 

The elution pattern of wild type protein is shown in figure 14. 

 

Figure 14. Ni-NTA purification profile represented by 15% SDS-PAGE. Lane1 

represents resuspended pellet after sonication and centrifugation; Lane 2 represents 

Ni-NTA bead after final elution; Lane 3 represents flow through after passing the cell 

supernatant through Ni-NTA beads equilibrated with lysis buffer. Lane 4 represents 

sample collected after washing the supernatant equilibrated column with lysis buffer. 

Lane 5 represents sample collected after washing the column with lysis buffer 

containing 5mM imidazole. Lane 6 represents sample collected after washing the 

column with lysis buffer containing 20mM imidazole. Lane 7 represents sample 

collected after washing the column with lysis buffer containing 30mM imidazole. 

Lane 8 represents sample collected after washing the column with lysis buffer 

containing 200mM imidazole (presence of purified protein marked with black arrow). 

Lane 9 represents protein marker. 
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Amount of soluble protein was increased after several trials, with addition and (or) 

increase of glycerol into lysis as well as elution buffer, with increase in sonication 

time i.e. number of pulses and moreover with an increase in initial amount of bacterial 

culture (~2 litre) and also by keeping low temperature after inducing the system with 

IPTG. 

3.I.2.3. Thrombin cleavage and size exclusion chromatography 

Removal of Histidine tag was performed before crystallization trial experiments as 

protein of interest was cloned with 6×-His tag followed by thrombin cleavage site. 

Amount of thrombin added, incubation time and temperature was optimized by 

several trials. Finally 2µL thrombin (1.6 ) was added into ~1ml of 

protein solution which contained 4mM of Ca2+ ion at 4°C for 45 hours and complete 

removal of tag was checked by SDS-PAGE analysis. 

          Upon complete removal of Histidine tag, size exclusion chromatography was 

performed to further purify the protein from His-tag, thrombin and other impurities 

and elution of protein was monitored from absorbance at 280nm. The elution profile 

of protein from S-200, 10×300mm column has been shown in figure 15a. The 

fractions containing protein was collected and concentrated upto >5mg/ml. Before 

crystallization, concentration was monitored from absorbance at 280nm as well as 

from SDS-PAGE. Protein concentration checked by SDS-PAGE analysis before 

crystallization has been shown in figure 15b. 
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Figure 15. Elution profile by SEC and concentration checked for crystallization 

by SDS-PAGE. (a) The elution profile of SEC is shown where peak represents 

existence of target protein. Elution fractions of peak were concentrated for further use. 

(b) Upon concentrating elution fractions of peak concentration checked by SDS 

PAGE where Lane1 represents loading of 6µL protein, Lane2 represents loading of 

4µL protein and Lane3 represents loading of 2µL protein. 

 

3.I.2.4. Crystallization  

VcLMWPTP-2 crystallization trials were performed with various grid screens and 

crystal screens among them crystals were appeared at C4 of ammonium sulphate 

(AMS) grid screen from Hampton which is composed of 0.1M HEPES, pH7.0, 2.4M 

ammonium suphate. Appearance of crystals took place with varying concentration of 

glycerol in the precipitant. Crystals of diffraction quality were appeared in presence of 

5%glycerol with C4 of AMS grid screen as precipitant and upon mixing 2µL of 

protein with 2µL of precipitant at 277K temperature. Shape of the crystals was plate-

shaped although all the crystals were very thin in texture. Looping out the crystals 

from the crystal drop with nylon loop was very difficult as crystals were very prone 

towards skin formation and they were coming along with skin formed into the drop.   
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3.I.2.5. Data Collection 

Diffraction data were collected upto 2.6Å resolution at MARCCD 225 detector of PX 

BL-21 [91] beam line of Indus-2 synchrotron at RRCAT, INDORE. 180 frames were 

recorded with incident X-ray beam wavelength of 0.97Å. Typical image of a 

diffraction pattern is given in figure 16. 

 

     Figure 16. Diffraction pattern of VcLMWPTP-2 crystals upon X-ray exposure 
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3.I.2.6. Structure solution of VcLMWPTP-2 

Data were processed and scaled using iMOSFLM [92] and calculations of Matthews 

coefficient indicated the presence of two molecules of VcLMWPTP-2 in the 

asymmetric unit with a solvent content 66%. Based upon sequence alignment between 

VcLMWPTP-2 and VcLMWPTP-1, a model was generated from the coordinates of 

VcLMWPTP-1 (PDB: 4LRQ) using the program Chainsaw of CCP4 package [93]. 

This model was used to generate the initial solution by molecular replacement using 

Phaser [94], which yielded a solution with final TFZ=10.5 and LLG=389. Just after 

molecular replacement refinement we started with refining the co-ordinates. During 

initial cycles rigid body refinement and real space coordinate refinement along with 

atomic displacement parameters (isotropic B-factors) were performed. Model building 

with Coot [96] was gone parallel with data refinement by Phenix refine [95]. These 

leads to improvement of data quality along with model improvement which allows 

gradual inclusion of the ligands, solvents, individual B-factors and TLS refinement 

produced a final Rcryst of 25.1% (Rfree=28.8%). The coordinates have been submitted 

with PDB code: 5Z3M. Details of the data-collection and processing statistics are 

given in Table 7. 
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Table 7: Data collection statistics and refinement statistics 

Protein name VcLMWPTP-2 

Space group C2 

Cell dimension  a, b, c (Å) 125.91,51.80,83.80 

  90.0,103.60,90.0 

Molecule(s)/ASU 2 

Mathews coefficient, Vm (Å3 Da 1) 3.7 

Resolution (Å)* 19.4-2.6 (2.69-2.60) 

Avg. Mosaicity (degrees) 0.3 

Rmerge  0.136 (0.535) 

 8 (16.5) 

Completeness (%) 98.9 (99.8) 

Redundancy 3.7 (3.8) 

CC1/2 99.1(88.4) 

Refinement 

Resolution (Å) 19.4-2.6 

No. of reflections/No. of reflections  31285/16209 

Rcryst / Rfree 25.1/28.8 

No. Atoms 2927 

Protein 2433 

Ligand 239 

Water 255 

Average B, all atoms (Å2) 46.0 

R.m.s.d. Bond length (Å) 0.005 
 Bond angles (°) 1.06 

Ramachandran 
statistics (%) Most favoured 90.03 

 Additionally allowed 9.63 

 Disallowed 0.33 

PDB ID 5Z3M 

                        * Values within parenthesis indicate highest resolution bin 
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3.I.3. Structure based sequence alignment  

Genome of Vibrio cholera O395 contains two LMWPTPs; VcLMWPTP-1 

&VcLMWPTP-2. From Dali Server [112] we have found organisms which shares 

identity ~30% and Z-score >20 as shown in Table 8. 

 

Table 8: Results found from Dali Server using VcLMWPTP-2 (Vc2) sequence as 

input 

 

Organism PDB Z rmsd %id 
V. cholerae1(Vc1) 4LRQ 26 1.1 37 

E. histolitica (e.his) 3IDO 25 1.5 31 
S. aureus (s.aur) 3ROF 22 1.9 30 

B. subtilis (b.sub) 4ETM 24 1.5 33 
T. thermophiles (t.t) 2CWD 24 1.3 34 
H. sapiens (human) 1XWW 23.7 1.5 28 
B. Taurus (bovine) 1Z12 23.8 1.5 29 

E. coli (e.coli) 2WJA 21.1 1.7 29 
 

Sequence alignment of VcLMWPTP-2 with VcLMWPTP-1 and other organisms, 

show conserved patches at active site and near active site as shown in figure 17 where 

-sheet and  -helix. 
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Figure 17. Structure based sequence allingment of VcLMWPTP-2 with 

VcLMWPTP-1 and other organisms where Vc2 represents VcLMWPTP-2, Vc1 

representsVcLMWPTP-1, e.his represents Eentamoeba histoltica, s.aur represents 

Staphylococcus aureus, b.sub represents Bacillius subtilis, t.t represents Thermos 

thermophilius, human represents Homo sapiens, bovine represents B. Tauruis, e.coli 

represents Escherichia coli. 

HIGHLIGHT represents P-loop residues 

HIGHLIGHT represents conserved Glutamic acid (E) and Aspartic acid (D) residues  

HIGHLIGHT represents residues of SAGT-loop 

HIGHLIGHT represents conserved Aspartic acid (D) residues 

HIGHLIGHT represents conserved hydrophobic Methionine (M) residue 

HIGHLIGHT represents conserved Asparagine (N) residue 

HIGHLIGHT represents residues of DPY-loop 

HIGHLIGHT represents residues responsible for formation of active site cavity with 

smallest area and volume. 
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3.I.4. Structural Analysis of VcLMWPTP-2  

3.I.4.1 Overall structure of VcLMWPTP-2 monomer 

Crystal structure of VcLMWPTP-2 has been solved in space group C2 at 2.6 Å. Each 

asymmetric unit of the crystal contains two molecules of VcLMWPTP-2 together 

forming a dimeric unit. From the electron density map 157 residues out of 165 

residues of each molecule could be located whereas last 9 residues have non 

interpretable density. Each VcLMWPTP-2 molecule binds a 3-morpholinopropane-1-

sulfonic acid (MOPS: which was present in buffer) at its active site and one sulfate ion 

near the DPY loop [Fig. 18]. 

 

Figure 18. Structure of VcLMWPTP-2 monomer. Structure has been shown in 

cartoon representation with MOPS at the active site (shown in ball and sticks) -

-sheets are represented in olive and yellow color respectively. The 

catalytic P-loop is colo -

and green respectively. 
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The three dimensional structure of each VcLMWPTP-2 molecule is composed of four 

-stra

(Leu109 to Leu111)] sandwiched - Asp54 

which are arranged to form a Rossmann like fold typical of LMWPTPs 

[37,63,113,114] [Fig. 18]. The catalytic cysteine residue (Cys12) of VcLMWPTP-2 is 

part of the highly conserved motif C12TGNLCR18 -

loop. P- - -

these loops and their disposition define the depth and shape of the catalytic pocket. 

- the DPY loop or simply D loop) harbors an aspartic acid 

residue (Asp125 in VcLMWPTP-2) that acts as a general acid/base necessary for the 

dephosphorylating activity [Fig. 18]. Interestingly, in VcLMWPTP-2, the fourth 

residue of the motif is an arginine not a tyrosine, as in the case of Escherichia coli 

LMWPTP. 

 

3.I.4.2 Structural superposition  

Two VcLMWPTP-2 molecules superpose with each other with an RMSD value of 

0.45 Å whereas the same upon superposition with VcLMWPTP-1 is 0.67 Å [Fig. 19]. 

As expected, VcLMWPTP-1 and VcLMWPTP-2 differ mainly at their surface exposed 

loops although their P-loop superposes very well. 
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Figure 19. Structural superposition of VcLMWPTP-2 where (a) Superposition 

between two molecules of VcLMWPTP-2 and (b) Superposition between 

VcLMWPTP-2 (wheat) and VcLMWPTP-1 (Gray). 

 

3.I.4.3 MOPS binds like a substrate mimetic at the active site 

An electron density map around the active site of VcLMWPTP-2 molecule is shown in 

figure 20. From the electron density map it is evident that each VcLMWPTP-2 tightly 

binds a MOPS molecule, a phosphotyrosine mimetic, at the active site. 

 

Figure 20. 2Fobs Fcalc electron density map around the active site of 
VcLMWPTP-
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It forms several hydrogen bonds with the main chain amide nitrogens of the P-loop 

residues [Fig. 21] and the side chain nitrogen atoms of conserved Arg18. The MOPS 

molecule closely resembles the substrate phosphotyrosine as seen in PTP1B (PDB: 

1G1F) [115] and is also analogous to the histidine and a phosphate, together 

mimicking a phosphotyrosine (PDB: 1YWF) [116]. The sulphonate group of MOPS 

mimics the phosphate group of the substrate phosphotyrosine as seen in PTP1B (PDB: 

1G1F) [115].  

 

Figure 21. Extensive hydrogen bonds made by the sulfonyl group of the MOPS 

molecule with the amide environment of the P-loop and the side chain of R18. 

 

3.I.4.4 Architecture of the active site 

The piperazine ring of MOPS molecule is surrounded with several polar and aromatic 

residues (Thr44, Thr47, Thr50, Asp90, Asn93, Asp125, Tyr127, and Arg128). These 

residues define the architecture of the wall of the phospho-tyrosine binding pocket of 

VcLMWPTP-2 with an opening at one side [Fig. 22]. It is to be noted that only one 
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large hydrophobic residue (Tyr127) is present around the active site in VcLMWPTP-2 

while in other LMWPTPs there are three or four Trp/Tyr/His residues. Lining of these 

residues around the active site define the architecture of the deep phosphotyrosine 

binding pocket. 

 

Figure  22. Surface representation of MOPS (ball and stick) binding pocket; 

residues lining the active site pocket are shown in surface and sticks. 

 

3.I.4.5 Comparison with ligand bound/unbound structures 

The orientation o (~3.8 Å) with the S1-atom of MOPS 

(tha Phosphotyrosine) indicates that it is in a position 

suitable for a SN2 attack. Asp125 of DPY-loop is seen very close to the P-loop and its 

side chain oxygen atoms are within 3.7 Å from the C1 atom of the MOPS molecule 

(corresponding to the phenolate O  atom of phosphotyrosine). At this distance, 

Asp125 serves as an acid catalyst for the leaving alcoholic group. Therefore, MOPS 

bound state with the disposition of catalytic C12 and D125 resembles a substrate 

This closure at the P-loop is also evident from the structural 
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alignment o-MPtpA (PDB: 2LUO) [117] to the ligand 

bound structures (PDB: 1U2P, 1U2Q) where the position of DPY-loop in the ligand-

bound structure is shown to be closer to the P-loop [37] [Fig. 23]. 

 

Figure  Upon structural alignment 

of VcLMWPTP-2 (Gray) with (a) apo-MPtpA (PDB: 2LUO) (sand) and (b) Ligand 

bound MPtpA (PDB: 1U2Q) (Chocolate) shows, VcLMWPTP-2 resembles a substrate 

 

 

3.I.5 Dimerization of VcLMWPTP-2 

Crystal structure of VcLMWPTP-2 indicates a dimeric form where as the kinetic data 

exhibit strong phosphatase activity. Analysis of the mode of dimerization, seen in the 

crystal structure, provides an explanation of it's catalytic activity. Figure 24a c depicts 

the cartoon representation of the dimer of VcLMWPTP-2, VcLMWPTP-1 and BPTP 

respectively. In case of inactive BPTP dimer, the P-loop of one monomer is totally 

occupied by the residues of the YY loop of other [41]. While in VcLMWPTP-1 P-loop 

is not occluded by dimerisation but remain close the dimeric surface rendering the 

dimer catalytically active. Sulphate ions near the interfacial region probably playing a 
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stitching role in dimer formation [113]. The mode of dimerization in VcLMWPTP-2 is 

quite different from VcLMWPTP-1 and BPTP. Here the active site is fully available to 

the substrate and remain far from the dimeric interface as reflected from its high 

phosphatase activity. A comparison of the buried surface area (BSA) indicates that 

VcLMWPTP-2 has much higher BSA (3100 Å2) than that of VcLMWPTP-1 (average 

BSA 2865 Å2) or BPTP (BSA 1589 Å2). At the interfacial region, eighteen residues 

from each monomer (Arg27, Gln38, Arg40, Lys49, Thr50, Met51, Pro52, Asp54, 

Leu57, Gln58, Gln61, His66, Pro67, Met68, Val69, Asn70, Pro71, Gln73) are 

engaged to stabilize the dimer through hydrophobic and H-bonding interactions. The 

set of residues involved in dimer formation in VcLMWPTP-2 is quite different from 

that of VcLMWPTP-1. The dimeric form is also well supported in solution. 

VcLMWPTP-2 elutes exclusively as a single peak at ~15.8 ml in SEC irrespective of 

the salt concentration and the elution volume indicate a higher oligomeric form. 

Molecular mass calculation, based on a standard curve, confirms that this oligomeric 

form is a dimer [Fig. 24d-e]. To further confirm the oligomeric state, protein eluted 

from the FPLC column was used directly for DLS experiments. The intensity 

weighted fit shows presence of some aggregates which is probably due to the 

measurement with higher concentration of protein although volume weighted fit 

shows that maximum population exists as dimer in solution [Fig. 24f]. 
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Figure 24. Dimerization of VcLMWPTP-2. Cartoon representation of the dimeric 
(shown in gray and wheat) form of (a) Novel catalytically active VcLMWPTP-2 with 
bound MOPS in the active site (ball and stick) and sulfate ions (stick), (b) catalytically 
active VcLMWPTP-1 with the bound MOPS molecule (yellow) and sulfate ions (in 
sticks) and (c) catalytically inactive BPTP where DPY loop of one molecule comes in 
close proximity to the active site of the other molecule resulting in the inactivation. (d) 
Elution profile of VcLMWPTP-2 plotted as mAU (absorbance at 280 nm) vs. elution 
volume (ml) depicts the existence of exclusive dimeric form of VcLMWPTP-2 in 
solution. (e) Standard curve [Molecular mass (in kDa) vs. Ve/VO (elution volume/void 
volume)] is drawn based on the elution volumes of protein mixtures of known 
molecular mass (Albumin 66.5 kDa; Ovalbumin 45 kDa; Chymotrypsin 25 kDa and 
RibonucleaseA 13.7 kDa). Respective location of the protein (VcLMWPTP-2) in 
standard curve is shown in red. (f) VcLMWPTP-2 eluted by gel filtration and the 
fractions analyzed by dynamic light scattering (DLS). Volume weighted fit shows 
existence of dimer in solution. 
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3.I.6 Multiple sequence alignments 

Multiple sequence alignment, using a non-redundant set of 124 LMWPTP sequences 

indicates several conserved patches [Fig. 25a]. Among them, the P-loop and the DPY 

loop are highly conserved having a consensus sequence of 12C(X)4CRS19 (motif-1) 

and DPY(Y/F) (motif-4) [Fig. 25a]. This is quite expected since residues in these 

loops are directly involved in the phosphatase activity. P-loop harbors the catalytic 

residue Cys12 whereas the Asp residue of the DPY loop serves as general acid-base 

during catalysis. The microenvironment of Cys12 viz. H-bonding with Ser19 and the 

corresponding to C12 in 

VcLMWPTP-2) mutation in VcLMWPTP-1 results in complete loss of activity 

implying that it is key catalytically residue [113]. Cys17 of the P-loop protects the 

catalytic Cys12 whereas Arg18 has a role in substrate binding. Besides these two 

highly conserved motifs, two less conserved motifs are evident from the multiple 

sequence alignment which are located around the P-loop like SAGT 

(S41X(A/G/R)X(G/A)X(T/V)) (motif-2) and M89D(X)2N motif (motif-3) [Fig. 25]. 

Results of multiple sequence alignment when combined with the 3D superposition 

data of LMWPTP structures, determined from various organisms, illustrate the role of 

these four conserved motifs [Fig. 25b]. For example there is a network of hydrogen 

bonds involving conserved Asn15, Ser19, Cys12 and Ser41. This network not only 

provides proper conformation and required stability of the P-loop but along with the 

 also helps lowering down the pKa of Cys12. This has been shown 

in case of S19A mutant of BPTP which is reported to destabilize the thiolate [118]. 

Among the residues of M89D(X)2N of motif-3 D90 make a salt bridge with R18 which 

dictates the orientation of R18 for optimum substrate binding. For its strategic location 
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A 

mutation at this position in BPTP has been reported to hamper the affinity of binding 

the substrate [119]. The side chain of Met89 is projected towards a hydrophobic 

pocket formed by various residues. It consistently takes a typical conformation in all 

LMWPTPs and runs in parallel with the hydrophobic part of Arg18 keeping Arg18 in 

a particular orientation for substrate binding. The conserved Asn93 of this motif 

(motif-3) make H-bonds with the side chain of Arg18. In some LMWPTPs residues in 

13th position is Thr and in those cases Asn93 could potentially form H-bond with them. 

In our case mutation of this Thr Leu decreases the KM value to 1.66±0.1 mM. 

-

around the P-loop, exhibits highest structural variability. Sequence alignment also 

indicates a high degree of heterogenity in this region. Strikingly, their P-loop 

superposes very well [Fig. 25]. Among the LMWPTP structures -

VcLMWPTP-2, S.aureus (3ROF) and E.coli (2WJA) differ significantly from others. 

Except for these three - loop contain two large 

hydrophobic residues W/Y and H. For 3ROF (S.aureus) conserved His has been 

replaced with Asn and for 2WJA (E.coli) with Leu residue. Moreover, orientation of 

their loop - is quite different either due to insertion/deletion or sequence 

-

pocket is lined up by the two tyrosines of the DPY loop. 
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Figure 25. Sequence and structural alignment of LMWPTP. (a) Four conserved 

motifs viz., C(X)5RS (motif-1), SAGT (motif-2), MD(X)2N (motif-3), and DPYY 

(motif-4) identified through multiple sequence alignment of LMWPTP sequences 

where VcLMWPTP-2 sequence has been shown in black color. Relative weightings of 

aligned sequence performed using Skylign [120]. (b) Structural alignment of 

VcLMWPTP-2 (green; PDB ID: 5Z3M) with Staphylococcus aureus (olive; PDB ID: 

3ROF), Escherichia coli (cherry; PDB ID: 2WJA) along with Human (PDB ID: 

1XWW), Thermos thermophilius (PDB ID: 2CWD), VcLMWPTP-1 (PDB ID: 4LRQ), 

Entamoeba histoltica (PDB ID: 3IDO), and Bacillius subtilis (PDB ID: 4ETM) shown 

in gray. Region near the P-loop is zoomed to show structural flexibility of DPY loop 

-  
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The volume of the active site pocket was calculated for all these LMWPTP structures 

by CASTp server [102] and tabulated in Table 9. Table 9 indicates the volume of 

active site of VcLMWPTP-2 is 140 Å3, whereas the volume of most other cases is 

~250 Å3. - ence of a single Tyr residue 

instead of two in the DPY loop for VcLMWPTP-2 making the size of the cavity small. 

Small volume for 4ETM (B.subtillis) -

loop. 

                   

           Table 9. Area and Volume of active site of LMWPTPs 

 

PDB Area(Å2)¥ Volume(Å3)¥ 
VcLMWPTP-2 247.8 139.4 
5jnv 280 196 
4LRQ 545.4 284.9 
4ETM 146.4 82.2 
3ROF 334 232 
3JVI 727 245 
3IDO 421 202 
2WJA 501 178 
2CWD 784 270 
1XWW 367 187 

 
¥Calculation performed by CASTp server with probe radius 0.7 Å. 
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3.I.7 Kinetic studies of VcLMWPTP-2 

3.I.7.1. Phosphatase activity of VcLMWPTP-2 

Phosphatase activity of VcLMWPTP-2 was determined by in vitro biochemical assays 

using p-NPP as a substrate. The KM value determined for the WT protein is 1.41 ± 0.1 

mM [Fig. 26a-b] which is comparable to that of other reported LMWPTPs like PtpA 

and PtpB [121] and VcLMWPTP-1 [113]. Complete loss of phospatase activity has 

been observed in presence of vanadate ions indicating that it acts as an irreversible 

inhibitor, which is in agreement with the data reported by Zhang et al. [63]. 

        Role of active site residues has been studied by mutating those residues. 

Mutation of catalytic Cys12 to Ser reduces the phosphatase activity to a great extent 

but it is not abrogated. The KM value increases to 8.06±0.3 mM compared to that of 

WT protein (1.41± 0.1 mM). This is in contrast with other LMWPTPs along with 

VcLMWPTP-1 [113, 121]. Interestingly, C17S mutant shows ~30% decreases of 

activity (KM 2.49± 0.1mM) with respect to WT. Strikingly, a double mutant 

(C12S/C17S), where both the active site cysteine was mutated to serine, exhibits 

complete loss of activity. Multiple sequence alignment [Fig. 17] shows the presence of 

threonine (13th position) instead of leucine in the P-loop unlike most of the LMWPTPs. 

Mutating threonine to leucine (T13L) reduces catalytic activity (KM ~1.66±0.1 mM) 

[Fig. 26a-b]. All the kinetic parameters of wild-type VcLMWPTP-2 and its mutants 

have been tabulated in Table 10. 
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Figure 26. Enzyme kinetics of VcLMWPTP-2 using p-NPP as a substrate. (a-b) 

Michaelis-Menten curves with Lineweaver-burk plots (inset) of WT VcLMWPTP-2 

and its various mutants (T13L, C17S, C12S). 

 
 

 
Table 10. Kinetic parameters of wild-type VcLMWPTP-2 and its mutants 

 
 

Enzyme KM (mM) Vmax (mM.min-1) Vmax/KM(min-1) 

VcLMWPTP-2 WT 1.41 ± 0.1 (8.5±0.4) *10-3 (6.03±0.3) *10-3 

VcLMWPTP-2 T13L 1.66± 0.1 (7.1±0.3) *10-3 (4.28±0.1) *10-3 

Vc-LMWPTP-2 C12S 8.06± 0.6 (4.9±0.5) *10-3 (0.61±0 .04) *10-3 

Vc-LMWPTP-2 C17S 2.49± 0.1 (6.5±0.3) *10-3 (2.61±0.1) *10-3 

Vc-LMWPTP-2 C12/17S ND ND ND 
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3.I.7.2. Redox regulation of VcLMWPTP-2 

To verify the role of two cysteine (Cys12 and adjacent Cys17) residing on P-loop of 

VcLMWPTP-2, catalytic inactivation by oxidizing agent followed by reactivation with 

reducing agent has been performed. In presence of H2O2, the catalytic activity of wild 

type VcLMWPTP- -ME regains 

its activity almost completely upto ~95% [Fig. 27a], indicating that Cys17 protects the 

catalytic Cys12 under oxidative stress as seen in other LMWPTPs [40, 122, 123]. 

-ME for H2O2 mediated inactive protein [Fig. 27b] is 

~10% for C12S mutant, and for C17S it is <2% which further proves the participation 

of Cys17 to fortify catalytic cysteine. The rate of reactivation is however much slower 

-ME and longer time of incubation is required 

to regain the activity. 

 

Figure 27. Redox regulation of VcLMWPTP-2 and its mutants. (a) Reactivation 

kinetics of H2O2 inactivated VcLMWPTP- -ME as reducing agent 

(Absorbance_405nm vs. [S] (mM)), along with V/[S] Michaelis-Menten curves (inset) 

(b -ME of H2O2 mediated inactive WT, C12S and C17S. 
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3.I.8. Molecular dynamics simulation 

3.I.8.1. Mechanical stability and dynamic nature of loops 

To understand the dynamic nature of VcLMWPTP-2 active site we carried out MD 

simulations on ligand free VcLMWPTP-2 for 1000 ns. The correlation between atomic 

positional fluctuations in VcLMWPTP-2 has been investigated from (nanosecond) 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.  It is evident  over 

the entire simulation time that VcLMWPTP-2 is mechanically stable [Fig. 28a]. The 

RMSF values, averaged over 1000 ns of MD simulation trajectories, showed that 

some regions of VcLMWPTP- - op, show 

significant dynamic behavior which might be required for ligand binding/release [Fig. 

27b]. As expected, P-loop exhibits a rigid structure with minimum RMSF, due to 

intricate hydrogen bonding network, which is required to arrest the phosphotyrosine 

tightly [Fig. 27b]. 

 

Figure 28. Structural flexibility of VcLMWPTP-2. (a) Root Mean Square Deviation 

(RMSD) for the C-alpha atoms for the full simulation range. (b) Root Mean Square 

Fluctuation (RMSF) for the C-alpha atoms is shown as a function of residue number 

for the entire 1000 ns MD t - show significantly 

higher flexibility while the P-loop exhibits a rigid structure with minimum RMSF. 
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3.I.8.2. Dynamic nature of residues around the active site 

Consideration of the dynamic nature of residues around the active site indicate that 

T13, N15, R18 (of motif 1) and D90, M91, N93 (of motif 4) exhibit minimum 

fluctuation [Fig. 29] which is in corroboration with figure 25a. Strong hydrogen 

bonding network amongst them persists in almost all the snapshots. These H-bonding 

interactions along with hydrophobic interaction with M91 are sufficient to maintain 

the proper conformation of R18 for ligand binding.  Interestingly, side chain of D125 

assumes multiple conformations in the absence of ligand while in figure 25b it 

assumes similar conformation in all ligand bound structures. Thus, the conformation 

of D125 is ligand induced and it does not influence the conformation of R18. In the 

MOPS bound state one side of the active site wall is defined by Y127, T47and K49 

with a weak hydrogen bond between K49 and Y127 [Fig. 20 & 22]. In our MD 

simulation we see that most of the conformations of K49 and Y127 are away from the 

active site and the hydrogen bonding interaction between them is abolished. Thus the 

resulting fluctuations in MD reflect the role of the conserved residues. While the 

residues of motif-1 and motif-3 together maintains the architecture of the active site. 

Large fluctuations of the residues of motif-2 and motif-4 and their movements away 

from active site, in apo form, reflect their role in substrate binding or release. 
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Figure 29. Superposition of the snapshots of MD simulation trajectories to show 

the movement of residues around P-loop. Green sticks indicate the starting 

conformation while its MOPS molecule is shown to indicate the location of active site. 
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3.I.9 Unique surface charge and groves around the P-loop 

VcLMWPTP-2 exhibits a distinctive surface electrostatic charge and grooves 

distribution around the active site which outplays others. Multiple sequence alignment 

(Fig. 17) and phylogenetic analysis [Fig. 12] also indicated the uniqueness of amino 

acid sequence of VcLMWPTP-2. Absence of several large hydrophobic residues 

around the active site makes the phosphotyrosine binding cavity shallow which is 

quite different from mammalian counterpart but somewhat similar to bacterial 

LMWPTPs. The amino acid composition around the active site of VcLMWPTP-2 

provides uniquely different surface charge around the active site [Fig. 30]. 

Interestingly, VcLMWPTP-1(PDB: 4LRQ) resembles closely to LMWPTP from E. 

histolytica (PDB: 3IDO). But uniqueness of VcLMWPTP-2 (PDB: 5Z3M) lies not 

only in the shallowness of the active site but also at the sub-sites that binds the 

residues either side of phosphotyrosine display quite different grooves and charges. 

The surface of 3ROF (S.aureus) is overlaid with a bound substrate mimicking peptide. 

The active site pTyr mimetic and other sub sites C-terminal to it are shown in space 

filling model [Fig. 30]. Comparison of surface charge and grooves of VcLMWPTP-2, 

especially at these sub sites, indicate the idiosyncratic nature. Although definite 

information about the sub site location/charge at the N-terminus side of the pTyr is not 

available, presence of an exclusive positive patch and unmatched grooves at this 

region, definitely points towards a specific pTyr containing substrate for 

VcLMWPTP-2. 
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Figure 30. Phylogenic tree and comparison of the electrostatic surface charge 

distribution of VcLMWPTP-2 with homologous LMWPTPs (>30% sequence identity) 

around the active site cleft. Comparison of electrostatic surface charge distribution 

between Human (PDB ID: 1XWW), Thermos thermophilius (PDB ID: 2CWD), 

Escherichia coli (PDB ID: 2WJA), VcLMWPTP-2 (PDB ID: 5Z3M), Staphylococcus 

aureus (PDB ID: 3ROF), VcLMWPTP-1 (PDB ID: 4LRQ), Eentamoeba histoltica 

(PDB ID: 3IDO), and Bacillius subtilis (PDB ID: 4ETM) have been represented. 

Phylogenetic analysis of 124 non redundant LMWPTP sequences shows 

VcLMWPTP-2 (Top; UNK 87310) lies as single taxon.   
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3.II. Role of Cys17 in VcLMWPTP-2: Is it protective or catalytic? 

A detailed study on phosphatase activity including role of active site residues have 

been delineated in 3.I.7. Phosphatase activity revealed some interesting features of 

VcLMWPTP-2 which is in contrast with all other LMWPTPs including VcLMWPTP-

1. Mutation of catalytic cysteine to serine (C12S) of the conserved motif 

C12TGNLCR18S, phosphatase activity has been decreased but not diminished unlike 

all other cases (including VcLMWPTP-1).  On the other hand C17S mutant shows 

~30% decrease of activity (KM 2.49± 0.1mM) with respect to WT but the double 

mutant (C12S/C17S), where both the cysteine were mutated to serine, exhibits 

complete loss of activity. This feature of VcLMWPTP-2 tempted us to study further 

on C12S mutant.  

3.II.1 Cloning and Over-expression of VcLMWPTP-2-C12S 

C12S mutant has been cloned by site directed mutagenesis by two-step PCR method 

in pET28a(+) vector and successfully this mutant was overexpressed as 6×histidine 

tagged recombinant protein in BL21(DE3) of Escherichia coli. Profiles of cloning and 

overexpression of mutant protein are given in figure 31. 
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Figure 31. Clone check and overexpression of VcLMWPTP-2 C12S in (a) 1% 

agarose gel after digestion with restriction enzyme NdeI and BamHI. Lane 1-7: all 

samples contain the plasmid although lane 2 and 3 contains plasmid with insert as 

shown with black arrow, lane 8: DNA ladder (b) 15% SDS-PAGE profile, showing 

the overexpression of VcLMWPTP-2 C12S. Lanes 1, 3, 6 and 8: whole cell lysate of 

the uninduced cells , lanes 2, 4, 7 and 9: whole cell lysate of the 

induced cells , lane 5: Protein Marker (marked marking 10.5, 

14, 22, 29, 42, 51, 62, 70, 95, 130, 175 kDa (from bottom to top). 

 
3.II.2 Purification of target protein by Ni-NTA affinity chromatography 

Purification of target protein with 6×-Histidine tag was performed by Ni-NTA affinity 

chromatography. Elution of histidine tagged bound proteins were performed by step 

gradient method. In this method we used lysis buffer with increasing concentration of 

imidazole which was used as an eluent to elute protein from Ni-NTA column 

following the same procedure as wild type protein. The elution pattern of C12S 

mutant is shown in figure 32.  C12S was purified at 10°C maintaining high percentage 

of glycerol as it was very prone towards precipitation.  As shown in figure 32, protein 

was precipitated into the Ni-NTA bead also and the color of bead became bluish white 

after final elution with lysis buffer containing 300mM imidazole. Increase in 
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imidazole concentration (upto 500mM) results same as shown in the figure below. For 

purification 50mM MOPS, pH7.7, 300mM NaCl, 15% glycerol -ME was used 

as lysis buffer. 

 

3.II.3 Thrombin cleavage and size exclusion chromatography 

Histidine tag was not removed in case of VcLMWPTP-2 C12S as the thrombin 

cleaved protein did not behave well and as it was very prone towards precipitation in 

size exclusion column, thereafter purification through SEC was also excluded after 

optimization. 
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Figure 32. Ni-NTA purification profile of VcLMWPTP-2 C12S represented by 

15% SDS-PAGE. Lane1 represents resuspended pellet after sonication and 

centrifugation; Lane 2 represents Ni-NTA bead after final elution; Lane 3 represents 

flow through after passing the cell supernatant through Ni-NTA beads equilibrated 

with lysis buffer. Lane 4 represents sample collected after washing the column with 

lysis buffer containing 5mM imidazole. Lane 5 represents sample collected after 

washing the column with lysis buffer containing 20mM imidazole. Lane 6 represents 

protein marker. Lane 7 represents sample collected after washing the column with 

lysis buffer containing 50mM imidazole. Lane 8 represents sample collected after 

washing the column with lysis buffer containing 100mM imidazole. Lane 9 represents 

sample collected after washing the column with lysis buffer containing 150mM 

imidazole. Lane 10 represents sample collected after washing the column with lysis 

buffer containing 300 mM imidazole (Presence of target protein represented with 

black arrow). N:B: Protein Marker marking10.5, 14, 22, 29, 42, 51, 62, 70, 95, 130, 

175 kDa (from bottom to top). 
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3.II.4 Crystallization  

VcLMWPTP-2 C12S mutant was very susceptible for precipitation. Thereafter 

crystallization trials were performed at the same day of protein purification. After Ni-

NTA chromatography it was subjected towards buffer exchange to remove imidazole 

up to <2mM imidazole concentration. Then it was concentrated until precipitation 

-ME was started 

with each spin to minimize precipitation. Finally we performed crystallization trials 

-ME into the protein solution. On the other hand we 

-ME into precipitant also during crystallization trials. 

         Crystallization trials were performed with various grid screens and crystal 

screens among them crystals were appeared at D4 of ammonium sulphate (AMS) grid 

screen from Hampton. Appearance of crystals took place with varying concentration 

-ME at the precipitant. Crystals was appeared in presence of 15% 

-ME with D4 of AMS grid screen as precipitant and upon mixing 

4µL of protein with 1µL of precipitant at 277K temperature. Needle-shaped crystals 

were obtained readily but the crystals were very thin in texture and the crystallization 

drop was very prone towards skin formation hindering harvesting the crystals through 

loop. Unfortunately we were unable to grow it big enough for further structural studies. 
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 Low molecular weight protein-tyrosine phosphatases (LMWPTPs), an enigmatic 

member of PTP family ubiquitously found across a spectrum of genera from 

prokaryotes to higher eukaryotes. They play specific and dominant role in setting up 

the cellular tyrosine phosphorylation level [124]. The dephosphorylation reaction 

catalyzed by LMWPTPs is primarily governed by their active site cysteine in the P-

loop. Because of its microenvironment the pKa value of catalytic cysteine lies within 

4-6. Therefore, at physiological pH catalytic cysteine exists as thiolate (R-S-) ion and 

acts as nucleophile [125]. The catalytic mechanism of cysteine-dependent LMWPTPs, 

proceed in two distinct steps SN2 displacement of tyrosine by the thiol (Cys12) that 

is followed by protonation of the tyrosinate through either Asp125 or a second 

conserved cysteine (Cys17) [30, 126-127]. This creates an enzyme-bound 

thiophosphate ester intermediate and free tyrosine. In the second step, the 

thiophosphate ester is hydrolyzed by an incoming water molecule (activated by 

Asp125) in another SN2 displacement, producing free phosphate and regenerating the 

thiol [119

bound and unbound states respectively has been reported earlier [117]. Structural-

superposition of VcLMWPTP- -MptpA (PDB: 2LUO) 

- and glycerol-bound MptpA (PDB: 1U2Q) shows 

that MOPS bound VcLMWPTP-

surface of the substrate binding well is broadened by Thr47-Gly48-Lys49 residues 

formin -  Our MD simulation data 

with apo VcLMWPTP-2 structure, where the MOPS was removed, also indicate a 

movement of the DPY loop. Absence of a large hydrophobic residue in -

and a single such residue in DPY loop, compared to other LMWPTPs coupled with 
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the formation of hydrogen bond between K49 and Y127 may play a crucial role in 

substrate binding cavity formation. 

              It has been well characterized that LMWPTPs from both eukaryotic and 

prokaryotic sources produces inactive oligomers in solution that are in equilibrium 

with its active monomers [41-42]. The inactive oligomers thus formed are believed to 

act as supramolecular proenzymes. LMWPTP from Bos taurus (BPTP) becomes 

enzymatically inactive via dimerization in solution which is supported by crystal 

structure [41,128] [Fig. 24c]. It also forms higher oligomers in crowded condition and 

thus activity depends on the affinity towards the substrate in a competitive manner 

with oligomerization [129-130]. Dimerization of BPTP shows the involvement of two 

tyrosine residues occluding the active site thereby forming an enzymatically inactive 

dimer. The dimerization of both prokaryotes and eukaryotes involve the active site 

residues and the docking models are also in full agreement with the crystallographic 

inactive dimers [42]. However, the equivalence between dimerization and inactivation 

is not applicable for VcLMWPTP-1 [113]. Crystal structure of VcLMWPTP-2 

indicates that dimerisation does not occlude the active site [Fig. 24a] rather bound 

substrate analog MOPS at the active site is an indicative of its accessibility towards 

phosphotyrosine containing substrates. Moreover, high PTPase activitiy determined 

by the kinetic data supports the availability of the active site for substrates.  

Multiple sequence alignment shows the presence of threonine (13th position) 

instead of leucine in the P-loop unlike most of the LMWPTPs. Mutating threonine to 

leucine (T13L) reduces catalytic activity (KM ~1.66±0.1 mM) as probably in this case 

Thr13 makes hydrogen bond with conserved Asn93 to keep the conformation of this 

residue in a particular orientation so that it can form H-bond with Arg18 which is a 
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critical residue for substrate binding. The reason for the residual activity of C12S 

mutant is difficult to explain. Credible explanation comes from the strong hydrogen 

bonding capability of serine which introduces some additional H bonding interaction 

that may slightly alter the conformation of the active site in such a way that the 

substrate orientation becomes optimal. Cirri et al. described about the ability of 

binding of Cys17 to PTP-inhibitor in the active site [131]. Presumably, in this case, 

Cys17 takes a major role in its catalytic pathway through a nucleophilic approach to 

the substrate although this prediction requires further structural conformation.  

In cells downstream of many surface receptors H2O2 is produced which acts as 

an oxidant of PTPs [132]. While the low pKa of Cys12 is beneficial for better 

nucleophilic attack to the phosphate group of phosphotyrosine containing substrates it 

renders Cys12 prone to oxidation. Even mild oxidation could convert the thiolate ion 

of active site cysteine to sulphenic acid (R-SOH) which is sufficient to inactivate the 

enzyme although reversible conversion of inactive R-SOH to R-SH is still possible. 

Upon further oxidation cysteine is converted to sulphinic (SO2H) or sulphonic acid 

(SO3H) derivatives which are probably irreversibly formed terminal products that do 

not permit cellular reduction systems to operate. Phosphatases, e.g., PTEN, CDC25, 

PTP-1B, LMWPTP also contains a second cysteine residue in close proximity to the 

catalytic cysteine, and its role is to prevent the irreversible oxidation of the thiolate to 

sulfinic and sulfonic acid by forming an intramolecular disulfide bond upon oxidation 

to sulfenic acid [122 -ME cysteine 

reactivation of PTPs becomes fully reversible although the rate of reactivation by 

thiols is 10-100 folds slower than that of inactivation [123]. All members of the 

LMWPTP subfamily have two vicinal cysteines in catalytic pocket (for VcLMWPTP-
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2 Cys12 and Cys17), capable to form an intramolecular S S bridge [39]. Under mild 

oxidative stressed condition redox regulation through the formation of intra-molecular 

S S bridge with the Cys17 .The disulphide bond is, however, reversibly broken down 

under reducing condition thereby indicating a definite role in protecting the catalytic 

cysteine.  

Prokaryotic LMWPTPs are virulence factors that mimic eukaryotic 

phosphatases and dephosphorylate eukaryotic proteins, thereby interfering with the 

host defence response. An example is a phosphatase from Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis released into the extracellular medium and interfering with the host 

signaling pathways [133].Sometime they work in tandem with the cognate kinase, like 

Wzb/Wzc pair, controlling the biosynthesis and transport of virulence factors, such as 

exo- and capsular polysaccharides [23, 134-135]. It has been suggested that 

LMWPTPs are essential in certain processes, such as bacterial stress resistance [136]. 

All these facts make LMWPTPs an attractive drug target. For facultative human 

pathogen Vibrio cholerae, dissimilarity in surface charge distribution around the 

active site between two LMWPTPs from the same organism (VcLMWPTP-1 and 

VcLMWPTP-2) indicates firmly about their diverse specificity on substrates. While 

VcLMWPTP-1 resembles to a great extent with E.histolytica the distribution of 

surface charges and grooves around the active site of VcLMWPTP-2 delineates unique 

features. Structure of VcLMWPTP-2 provides an idea about the plausible nature of its 

true substrate would likely be which could be utilized to design specific inhibitors. 
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